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PREFA~E 

The Regional Seas Programme was initiated by UNEP in 1974. Since then the 
Governing Council of UNEP hoe repeatedly endorsed a regional approach to the control 
of marine pollution and the management of 11arine and Meatal resources and has 
requested the development of :regioool action plooe. 

The Regional Seas Programme at present includes ten regions !( end has over 120 
coastal States participating in it. It is conceived as an action-oriented programlle 
having concern not only for the conse"'encee but also for the causes of 
environmental degradation and encompassing a comprehensive approach to combating 
environmental problems through the management of marine and coastal areas. Each 
regional action plan is formulated according to tho needs of the region as perceived 
by the GoverrwentB concerned. lt is designed to link aaaeaement of the quality of 
the marine environment and the cauaee of its deterioration with activities for the 
management and development of the marine and coastal environment. The action plans 
promote the parallel development of regional legal agreements and of action-oriented 
progranme activ1ties. 

Declaion 8/13(C) of the eighth session of the 
for the developoent of an action plan for the 
ma<ine and ooastal envirD<Welll uf lhe East African 
the region, UNEP organized in Uctuber 
UNEP/UN/UNIDO/fAO/UNES~O/WHO/IMCO/IUCN exploratory 
States of the region£/ in order to: 

Governing Counoil of UNEP called 
protection and development of the 
region. Ae a first activity in 
and Nbvember l~al a joint 
mission which visited the eight 

assess eaDh State's interest in participating in a future regional programme; 

Donsult with Governments wlth a view to identif~ing activities that msy usefully 
be induded as part of a comprehenG;ve a~tinn plsn; 

make a preliminary assessment of 
including the problems related to 
and coastal natural resources and 
marine and coastal environoent; 

the environmental problems in the region, 
the environmentally sound management of marine 
activities influencing the quality of the 

collect available scientific data and information pertaining to the development 
and implementation of the action plan planned for the region; aod 

!( Mediterranean, Kuwait Action Plan Region, West and Central Ahica, Wider 
Caribbean, Eaet Asian Seas, South-East Pacific, South-Weet Pacific, Red 
5ea and Gulf of Aden, East Africa and South-West Atlantic. 

Y Canoroa, Kenya, Hedage<lcu, MauritilJ3, Hozall!bique 1 Seychelles, Somalia, and 
..... A ... ~A~ .. ~· 'A ~~ TA-~nn'n 
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ido~tify national institutions t~ot may participate in implementing an action 
plan once it is adopted. 

The findings of the mission were used to prepare the Following eix sectorial 
reports: 

UN/UNES~O/UNEP: Marine and Coeetel Area Development in the East African Region. 
U~£P Regional Seas Reports and Studies No. 6. UNEP 19821 

UNIDO/UNEP: lnduetriel Sources of Marine and Coastal Pollution in the East 
African Region. UNEP Regional Seas Reports and Studies No. 7. UNEP 1982; 

FAO/UNEP: Marine Pollution in the East African Region. UNEP Regional Seae 
Reports and Studies No. 8. UNEP 1982; 

WHO/UNEP: Public Health Problems in the Coastal Zone of the East African Region. 
UNEP Regional Seas Reparts and Studies No. 9. UNEP 1982; 

IMO/UNEP: Oil Pollution Control in the East African Region. UNEP Regional Seas 
Reports and Studies No. lU. UNEP 1~2; and 

IUCN/UNEP: Conservation of Coastal and Marine Ecosystems and Living 
the East African Region. UNEP Regional Seas Reports end Studies No. 
1982. 

ReS<Jurces of 
11. UNEP 

The •ix sectorial reports prepared on the basis of the mission's findings were 
used by the UNEP secretariat in preparing a aunmary overview entitled: 

UNEP: Environmental problems of the East African Region. 
Reports and Studies Series No. 12. UNEP, 1982. 

UNEP Regional Seas 

The overview end the six sectorial reports were used as the main NOrking 
document and infor~ation documents for the UNEP Workshop on the Protection and 
Development of the East African Region (Mah6, Seychelles, 27 - 30 September 19821 
attended by experts designated by th~ Govern~ents of the East African Region. 

The Workshop: 

revie""d the envh·onm,.,t;al p~oblems of the region; 

endorsed a draft action plan for the protection and development of the marine and 
coastal environment of the East African region; 

defined a priority programme of activities to be developed within the framework 
of the draft action planJ and 

recommended that the draft action plan, together with a draft regional convention 
for the protection and development of the marine and COB9tal environment of the 
East African region and protocols concerning (a) co-operation in combating 
pollution in casas of emergency, and (bJ specially protected areas and endangered 
speciea, be submitted to a conference of plenipotentiaries of the Governnents of 
the region with a view to their adoption (UNEP~G.77/4J. The conference is to be 
convened by UNEP in early 1984. 
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INTROOOCTION MARINE-RELATED GEOGRAPHY OF THE EAST AFRICAN REGION 

l. The ~oastline of the Western Indian Ocean in~ludea the East Coast of Africa 
and the islands of the Western Indian Ocean1 Msdagascar, the Comoros, Mauritius and 
Seychelles. There is a broad geographical similarity in the characteristics of the 
coastd ai"eaa of the continental 01ainland from MczaobiQJB well into Somalia, 
although the specific charactaristica of the coastal areas on the continent differ 
to a coneiderohle extent from place to place. Since Hadageaoar is also generally 
characterized by continental-type coastal features due to the effects of large-scale 
riverine inputs of fresh water and sediment derived from ita large upland catchment 
areas, the coasts of East Africa and Madagascar cen be treated together as 
continental-type coastlines. In the East African Region, these coastlines are 
broadly charactorizod by alternating regimes of beeches and rocky outcrops with 
fringing coral reefs, and large estuarine areas characterized by delta formation and 
extensive growth of mangrovea. While the fishery resources of the continental shelf 
itself tend to be rather limited although by no ~eens fully e~ploited currently -
due to the generally narrowness of the shelves, the nangrove areas are rich in 
crustaceans including crabs and other species, which are primarily taken on a 
subsistence basis in the ~tlands, but predominantly nultiple species of shrimp. 
These generally have their nursery areas in the mangrove forests and are harvested 
in large quantities in the shallow nearshore waters. The wetland areas also serve as 
nursery end shelter areas fer 11 variety of SJ11all pelagic fish species which are 
currently fished on an artisenal baaie but which could become subject to commercial 
operation as well. Shoreline a~eas net subject to the effects of the great river 
systens ere by end large characterized by extensive growth of corals, which for~ s 
nora or less unbroken quasi-barrier reef from central Mozambique through Sa.alia. 
The corals generally protoct ths adjacent shoreline froo erosion and also provide 
the source of the calcareous material reaponaible for the extensive sandy beaches of 
the region, which generally occuJO in various configurations between the extended 
river deltas. The lagoons between the coral reefs and the shore, as well as the 
areas i~Lotely outside the reefs, are oleo productive habitats for a variety of 
r~f species which are primarily taken by traditional means including gill netting 
and handlining. 

z. The coastal 201le of both East Africa and Madagascar is generally comprised of 
a rather narrow coastal strip, from several to several tens of kilometres (km) in 
width, behind which the land rises more or lese quickly to highlands which ccmnonly 
taka the for~ of elevated savannahs but are sometimes mountainous in nature. While 
in some areas, like parte of Kenya and southarn Swalie, the coastal strip even 
outside immediate river baaina or flood plaine ia relatively productive for 
agriculture, in others- Mozambique, the United Republic of Tan.ania, and Hadagascar 
- it is generally of marginal euihbility for agriculture, largely al<ing to such 
natural conditions as unsatisfactory soil typM, extreme t""'peraturea, and 
unfavourable seasonality of rainfall. Except in Nozanbique, the coastal strip along 
the continental-type coaetlinee cf the region support no ~ore than about ten per 
c~~r~t of th~ national population, even l'lhen- a major urb"" centre ia located on the 
coast, such as Dar es Salaa~ or MDmbasa. Many secondary urban centres are located on 
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the coset, especially ports such as Beira in Mozambique, Mombaaa in Kenya and 
Ta~asina (Fr.: Tamatava), Toliara (Fr: Tulear), and Antaeranana {Diego-Suarez) in 
Madagascar. Many tertiary population centres are also to be found on the coast -
often where they .ere established as trade towns, frequently by Arab traders: these 
include Kismayu and Meres in Somalia, Lamu and Malindi in Kenya, and Bagamoyo and 
lange in Tanzania. There are generally ethnic and religious distinctions between the 
coastal populations, ~ainly Arab in origin, and those of the highlands, representing 
more indigenous groups. As a result of such factors, much more intensive land 
utilization for agriculture and livestock raising tends to occur in the interior 
highlands in this subregion, while the coastal economy tends to be founded on 
small-scale agriculture, especially in riverine valleys and plains; ertiaanal 
fisheries; and mariti~-related commerce. 

3, The !Onaller islands of the Western Indian !kean treated ell a aepante 
subregion in the presont report - are actually quite disparate from a geographical 
and economic perspective, although their environmental management problems can be 
considered together. In terms of physical geography, the Comoros are small, rugged 
volcanic islands which support a population largely of African and Arab origin now 
given primarily to subsistence farming and fishing. The islands have severe resource 
liDitations and are subject to considerable environmental strain resulting from 
traditional hunan activities such as abstraction of building materials from beaches 
and reefs, and agricUltUr>il and silvicultural practices which result in COillliderl!ble 
lose of vegetative cover and soil erosion. Tr-aditionally the chief export and 
foreign exchange earner has been the sale of aromatic fragrances extracted from 
exotic perennial floNBring plants, and to s lesser extent other essential oils and 
apices. 

4. Mauritius, in contrast, althnugh a volcAnic island, is characterized by a muah 
less r-ugged topography which haa favoured the large-scale cultivation of sugar-cane. 
As a result of the encouragement of 1mmigrant workere from Asia (mainly Indiana) to 
provide agricultural labour, the island today suppDI"ts a population of nearly a 
million. Despite ita large population and limited land area, however, the primary 
issues for Mauritius appear- to be economic rather than environmental, eince 
homebuilding and agricultural practices here have not apparently had on undue effect 
on the environment, including the narine environment, end the imoediate coastal 
areas and nearshore lagoons and reefs appear to be in generally good condition. 
There hae been some depletion of the limited fish end crustacean atocke aeeodated 
with the reef system, however-, and preaei"vation of the quality of the coastal and 
marine environment continues to be of special concern both in connection with 
continued enjoyment of a pleasant lifestyle and with the continued growth of tourism 
as a major economic activity. 

5. The central, moat populated islands of the Seychelles are granitic in 
~ompoaition and are believed to be a fragment of a previously-existing continental 
mass. Although the rugged granitic topography of these islands makes agriculture 
difFicult, it endows them with a unique scenic beauty as well as a marine potential 
somewhat greater than that of the shelfless volcanic islands. These islands lie on 
a relatively broad continental Shelf which provides a basis for a small-scale 
cmmerciel fishery in ralatively nearshore watersi other shelf ereas exist not far 
from the main islandS! and the coralline islands within Seyohelles' jurisdiction 
also provide resource-based economic opportunities. There is also a potential for 
increased utilization of larger pelagic fish stocks, especially several varieties of 
tuns. The li~ited land mass of Seychelles, its rugged topography, and the economic 
and aesthetic significance of its scenic resources creates, in addition, special 
na....lo Fn~ 1-ha n~~aF.,] nbnn,nn .,,. homon onl-hdHao nn +he to1on.olo oen~tol]., !-he 
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PROBLEMS IN THE MANAGEMENT Of THE COI'ITINENTAL-TYF'E COASTLINES 

Geographical chara~teristlcs of the shorelines, coastal areas, and marine-ralsted 
upland systems 

6. The chief geographical characteriatics of concern in considering the effect of 
land use practices on the marine environment along the continental-type coastlines 
era the nature of the immediate shoreline areas (beaches, lagoons, reefs end dunes; 
or estuarine areas including mangrove forests) I the patterns of human occupancy and 
adivlty In the relatively narrow coastal ship l<hich generally consists of a gently 
sloping plain1 and the utilization uf upland areas in ways that may affect the 
coastal or marire environment, especially through changed rates or volumes of 
freshwater release or sadimentation. 

7. The chief coastal land use issues fro01 a marine perspective are livestock 
raising and agriculture in the coastal zone; the planning, control, and servicing of 
urban development in this area; the planning and eaaessment of major coastal 
Facilitiea such as industrial proj,.,ts, tourist Facilities, and ports; the 
dBVelcpment of marine fiBheries; and the conservation of coashl and nearBhore 
natural resources. 

8. Mozambique• Perhaps no\\here on the East African coast more than in Mozambique 
is the effect of great river eyetene felt on the coastal and the marine environment. 
Since moat of the coast lies en the Mozambique Channel it is, for the greater ~rt, 

protected from the atrcng forces of wind-driven waves from the open Indian OCean. 
In combination, with the effects of the southward-flowing Mozambique current, the 
relatively low-energy nature of the ~cast facilitates the deposition and longshore 
transport of large volu~~es of riverine eedirent. It has clao permitted ~e 

establishment of extenaiv~ regions of mangrove forest, reported to total 850 km • 
The Z111bezi River, in central Mozambique, ie one of the largest rivers in Africa s!'ld 
drains e cstchnenj area of some l,zso,ooo km2; ita peak water flow reaches as much 
as 15- 20,000 m /sec during the rainy aeBBon from January to March. In addition to 
the Zambe~i, the Rovuma River on the border of Tanzania and the Lurie River, also in 
the north; the PungDe, Busi, Gorongose and Save Rivera which enter the Bight of 
Sofala off the middle of the country; and the Limpopo, Inc~ati and Maputo Rivers 
entering the Bay of Maputo, also carry large volumes of sed~ent into coastal 
wasters and on to the continental shelf. In all, acme twenty-five main rivers enter 
the Indian Ocean along the Mozambique coast. 

~. ~flare such major rivers have not caused the formation of oft"ahore oond banks 
or permitted tha extens1on of deltas or ~angrove forests, there are significant 
areas of coral-fringed coast, coastal dunes, and swampy areas protected by barrier 
beaohea and islands. Fringing corals occur eouth to Mocanbo Bay north of the Bight 
of Sofala, mostly following the sh<>Ielille si""e the continents! shelf in the north 
is ext~emoly narrow. Below this point, and in areas not characterized by active 
delta for~ation, there ere extenaiv~ beaches protecting marshy ereaa end also 
secondary coaatsl dune systems. Barrier islands are found in the south and stringa 
of rocky islands 1n the north, The coastline ia not, however, heavily indented 
except by the large Sight of Sofala; in the approx~ately 2,000 km straight distance 
from Natal State to the Tanzanian border there ia e shoreline of 2,470 km. 

10. Although the features of the Mozambique coast are distinct and variegated, it 
can still be c~pared to the other continental-type coastlines of the region. But 
U---·"'·"'- .,_,,._ •~- -~o.-- --·-h<~~ ..lnoo M< ~""c <~n-c<n n<c<M chonnlv rn 
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~ountr~ is predominantly ~ompriaed of a low-lying plateau of moderate elevation 
descending through a sub-plateau zone to the sea; 45 per cent of the total land 
surface has an elevation of lees than 1,000 rn. Similarly, for climatic and other 
reaeone, the internal aoeas are not sa extensively developed in Mozambique as in 
other countries, and fully three quarters of the total population is said to be 
concentrated in the coastal area, i.e. tn a strip approKirnately 40 km wide, 
especially in the vicinity of Maputo, Beira, and other major towns, This coastal 
population concentration does not include the immediate coastline, however, owing to 
limited agricultural potential and the absence of infrastructure such sa major 
coastal roads. In fact, the coastal region in general is characterized by sandy 
soils, including riverine end deltaic alluvial soils and compacted red sands, These 
unconsolidated soils are particularly susceptibl& to degradation after human 
disturbllflt:e. 

11. Tanzania: The coastline of Tanzania, which is primarily characterized by 
SNOeping sandy beaches, rocky outcrops, and developed fringing coral reefs, is also 
p~r~ctuated by e~tensive growths of roar.:~roves near the mouths of large rivers such as 
the Rufiji and the smaller, intermittent rivera. The estimated population of the 
coastal zone in 1975 ~as 975,000, ~ith Dar es Salaam then accounting for about 
517,000. (The national population in mid-197B was some 17,165,5JO), The central 
coast region, which is generally below 100 m in elevation, constitutes a strip 13 -
16 krn wide seaward of the 300m contour. The coastal strip is subject to rainfall at 
any time of the year, although there are ~eohat disparate rainy seasons along the 
coasts with two rainfall peaks in the north end one in the south. The entire coastal 
area, however, ia subject to the north-Bast (December-March) and south-west 
(May-Oeceober) monsoon. 

12
1 

The total e~tent of mangroves along the TRnzanian coast hoe been put at 500 
km , priDarily occurring at the mouth of the Rufiji River, but recant a~udiea 
suggest that this figure should be considerably raised- to include 1,000 km f~r 

the Rufiji alone. The total catjhnsnt area of the Rufiji River ia some 177,500 km 1 
ita average discharge is 1,13' m /sec. 

l,. Agricultural potential in the coastal strip is not ~a great as in other areas 
of the country. The moat productive end heavily populated areas of Tanzania occur 
in the northern highlands (around Aruahs and Kilimanjaro) and to a lesser extent the 
southern highlands, which are characterized by relatively rich reddish-brown 
volcanic soils. Livestock raising tends to be concentrated on the interior plateaux 
~ich ere characterized by loamy soils of moderate fertility. But considerable 
agriculture is practiced on the soils of flood plaine and river valleys, including 
the coastal strip. The feet that these areas ere subject to periodic flooding hoe, 
however, made organization of rural aettleroent and agriculture en a village basis 
difficult. 

14. Kenya' The Kenyan coastline extends about 450 km and the coastal zone is some 
15-~0 km in o<idth. About a million

2
people live in this area, roeking for overall 

population densities of 100-200/km • About 375,000 people live ln Hambeea, Kenya's 
11ajor seaport. 

15. Coral reefo fringe the Kenyan C<>oet (112-2 kill offahore) 81<cept where the 
influence of river ayste11~ is felt. this includes the mouths of the Unbo and Ramisi 
Rivers, which are characterized by extensive ~sngrove forests, and the area north of 
the town of Molindi, where seasonal flooding by the Sebaki end T&na Rivera has led 
to deposition of sedioent on the beBChes end in the nearshore lagoono end has also 
led to 11angrova growth. In addition to the river-type estuaries, there &re also 
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16. The Kenyan coastal zone supports important agricultural activities including 
the production of food for local consuMption and the growth of export crops. 
Important food crops include cassava, maize, and cowpeas, with rice being groNn in 
irrigated areas, marshes, and flood plains; bananas, mangoes, and pineapples are 
also grown for domestic consumption and for export. Cashews, coconut, end sisal are 
groon on an export basis, and coffee is becoming increasingly popular among small 
growers. Several projects exist for the expansion of cotton cultivation as well as 
the large-scale production of other crops in the coastal zone. 

17, Livestock raising in the coastal lowlands is limited by the tsetse fly, but 
reduction of this vector through bush clearing, especially in ~ive~ plains, could 
lead to increased livestock raising in the coastal zone. In addition to mangroves, 
other forested areas still exist in the coastal zonef some of these have been 
designated as forest reserves or national parks. 

lB. S06alia hae an extrenely long coastline of sene ,,200 kn, of which about 1,000 
kn in the north borders the Gulf of Aden end the renoinder feces the Indian OCean. 
The coastline generally coneiata of a aeries of sandy beaches broken by rocky 
outcrops, including low l1meatone cliffs. There ere extensive fringing reefs ell 
along the coast, and although the continental shelf is generally 10-15 km in width, 
it extends 50-60 kn in the north-east. Seasons at the coast are associated with the 
south-west and north-east monsoons. 

19. Host of the national territory consists of dry savannahs, subject to 
fluctuating seasonal and yasrly rainfall, which are widely uaed for grazing of 
livestock; temperatures and humidity are highe~ along the coset. There are no 
perennial rivers or even ~.Uor ri~ers except in the south, where the Juba River 
continuously end the Shebelle River (Uebi Scabeli) inte~mittently flow into the 
Indian Ocean. Elevated sandy bluffs on the coastline and coastal limestone deposits 
suggest a ~arine origin for the non-alluvial coastal e~ee in the aouth. The sandy 
soils of the coastal bluffs have proved particularly subject to degradation, 
especially in connection with livestock grazing during dry periods. As e result, 
large deatabili>ed dunes ha~e formed along the south coast; these tend to move 
north-west with the offshore monsoonal winds. At present an estimated 500,000 
hectares (he) ares is subject to active dune movement. The shifting dunes are 
threatening primary agricultural land in the fertile interriverine region and are 
effecting infrRBtucture, such as the coastal road and power lines. 

20. Both the Jube and Shebelle rivers provide ~ater for agriculture in a fertile 
interriverine region that may contain as much as 7.5 million ha of potentially 
cultivable land, of which eome 70,000 he are currently cultivated. The Shebelle 
River is aa extensively used for irrigation that ita flow seldom reaches the sea. In 
the interriverine area, bananas are extensively culti~eted for sxport by State farms 
and large private g~owers, end small growers produce rice and maize for doneetic 
consumption. other fruits su~h as papayas a~e also grown, especially for the 
domestic market. 

21. Madegasce~: While the Malagasy coastline and coastal zone generally conform 
to the overall description of continental-type coastlines given above, climatic 
fa~tora and the topography of the adjacent upland systems are widely divergent in 
different ereaa of the country. The north-west coast from the area of Nosy 9~ to 
Cap St. Andr6 and parts of the .eat coast contain the most extensive nangr~ve 

forests in the entire region. Madagascar has been estimated to have some 3,200 km -
or about 3000000 he - of mangroves in ell, with special concentrations at Mehejanga 
(Fr.: Majungs), Morondava, Morombe and other areas, such as Nosy 8~, where large 



22. The north-east, by contrast, is a mountainous region with little habitable 
area near the coast. Tropical crops are raised in the valleys of this region, 
however, and the rugged coastline is indented and contains the greet natural harbour 
of Antaeranana (Diego-Suare~). 

23. The south-west is a well-watered region of coastal plains rising to savannahs, 
and supports both large herds of cattle and subsistence farming of paddy rice and 
manioc as well as production of such cash crops as cotton and tobacco. There le an 
extensive barrier reef formation, some 24 km in length, off the south-west coast at 
Toliara (Tul~ar). 

24. The aouthernnost 
it else harbours large 

province, Toliara, 
cattle herds. 

has completely arid conditione. ltlwever, 

25. The east coast, on which lies a narrow coaatal strip rising rapidly through 
rugged topography to the central mountains, is hot and humid and accounts for the 
greatest production of such valuable tropical crops as coffee, vanilla, cloves and 
sugar-cane. The east coast has extensive f~inging reefs and coral sand barrier 
beachea, behind ...,ich run a ~hain of lBgwns. These were connected to farm an 
inland water,...y ~alled the Pangalooee Canal, which was onoe navigable by e01all 
vessels for some 700 k01. ~ew mangroves grow on the east coast, due to the relatively 
energeti~ nature of the waves from the opan Indian ocean, but the internal lagoons 
have fer the ~est part been colonized by herbaceous plants. 

Substantive problems in the management of continental-type coastlines 

General proble01: Changes in flow characteristics and sedimentation rates of 
- the ercaion/sed1mentat1on/hydrodevelopment complex 

26. ~rhapa the moat obvious effect of human activities en the 01arine environment 
of the western Indian Ocean is the tremendous increase in siltation from major 
rivers as a result of soil erosion, caused chiefly by upland activities. All over 
the region the effects of increased sedimentation are visible to the observer and 
have also been reported locally. In certain cases, quantitative eatioatee are 
available concerning the scale or effects of riv~-borne sedimentation. 

27. SediJoentaticn along the continental-type coastlines has bag111 to change the 
very nature of the shoreline and the related natural systems in mooy ar&aa. The 
huge vcluoe of aedipent that is being carried doNn the najcr rivera of the region is 
slowly increasing the for01aticn of river deltas and other estuarine areas and 
encouraging the spread of mangrove forests. SediJoentary accumulationa in the coastal 
zone are affecting the natural courses of rivera, extending flood plains and 
modifying the campoaiticn of beaches and aea bottoms. 

Soil erosion - ih characteristics and causes 

20. While acme soil erosion occurs within the coastal zone, the most algniflcant 
probl~s of soil loss are in inland areas - especially the elevated plains or 
uplands where most of the population of East Africa and Madagascar is concentrated. 
The eroaion/sedlnentation problem is unique among the environmental problena of the 
region as its effects, although originating primarily in areas well inland, are alae 
felt in inportant ways on the coast. 

29. Officials and cthara in the reoion aoDear to ba aware nf t_h., rnnAF>nJ.,nr"~ nf 
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timber for comn1anial purpoees may be great, it is controlled in priociple by 
national forestry departments, usually through a licensing systa~. However, the 
harvest of do~estic fue!MOod, althouyh poorly recorded, greatly exceeds the licensed 
ur formally recocded harvest of timber for other purposes. This uncontrolled 
collection of firewood puts great stress on soils, especially in or1d or semi-arid 
areas. 

Livestock raising 

35. Livestock raising, espacially in arid or semi-arid ~eas, can aleo be a major 
cause of soil erosion through overgrazing or the destabilizing effect of animal 
footfalls or tracks on soils. The drier inland or '4Jland auas throughout the 
sltlregion are extensively used for lheatook raising and large n<lllbera of animals, 
especially cattle, are raia~d, largely by pastoralists. FAO has derived the 
following figures for total nUIIlbexs of cattle (1978)z (in rlilli<lns) Kenya 9.8, 
Madagascar 9.0, Mozambique 1.3, Sooalia 4.0, Tanzania 15.2. 

36. Livestock raising has been acknowledged to lead 
especially in drier areas and when animals are allowed 
the banks of rivers or in the vicinity of artificial 
irrigation works or watering ponds. 

to serious soil Hoeion, 
to congregate or graze near 
water catcMentB such as 

37. In Somalia, which derives 75-85 per cent of its export earnings from livestock 
products, livestock concentrations on arid rangelands are suoh that a system of 
various types of reserves has been created to regulate grazing. The Sonali peo~e 
are for the moat part pastoral nomads; aHimugh they do not tend to raise animals 
near the coast, animals are brought down to ~oastal areas during the rainy season to 
eacHpe the tsetse fliea Olhich proliferate in othe!: areas. But ain~e the Mast is 
quite arid and characterized by unconsolidated soils, this practice has contributed 
to dune destabilization and ultimately desertification, or c~:eation of shifting 
dunes, >lhich is widely obsarvabla south of Mogadishu. 

38. In l-ladagas""r, the consequences of wideapraad cattle raising in inland 
plateaU>< are co01pounded by the use of large bushfirea to remove thickets and forest 
to create pasturage. One million hectares of cover wera reportedly lost in this way 

in 1979 but officials claim that this rate was brought do.n to 100,000 he in 1980. 
To combat this problem the Government has enacted legislation with strict criminal 
penalties to proteot forests and taken other measures. These are difficult to 
implament, ho,..ver due to psychologi""l l>lld po;Jitical factore. In addition to 
legislation, the Government has initiated campaigns in the maas media and the 
achoolSj has taken active measures to preserve forest ecosystems; and in other 
sectors has introduced agronomic and social planning efforts including resettlement 
of rural f>Opulations after scientific suitability analyaee. 

39. Throughout tl-.e region, liveetock raising is imf>Ortant both for foreign exchange 
and to supply basic human nutritional needa. Ways must be found to organize and 
manage large-scale decentralized livestock raising so that severs soil e~:osion does 
not result. 

Rural eettlenent patterns 

40. Continued growth of the traditional rural economy would neceassrily place 
additio"a.l stress on soil and forest resources. In the subregion, however, 
distinctive political and social developments have influenced the pattern of 
aettl,..ent in rural areae 110 that even mere strees could bo> nlA~P~ nn tho.~~ nAt. oPAl 
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41. In Mozambique, Tanzania, and to a lesser extent Hadegascar, villagization 
cenpaigns have been instituted in order to inprove the organization of rural life. 
Norually, villages have been formed on the basis of rural populations already 
existing in the immediate area, but in soma cases populations have been noved 
considerable distances or into undeveloped areas. 

42. The creation of village centres can lead to increased stresses on the village 
area and surrounding countryside. COncentration of rural populations into villages 
tends to result in overcultivation of land in the immediate vicinity of the village, 
sanetimes regardless of its inherent suitability for sustained agriculture. In the 
new village sector, agriculture is intensified and practiced in a more limited area. 
But 1n certsin ~aaea adequate technical assiatan~e or ne~eaaary infrastructure, 
equipment, or supplies cannot be provided. As existing areas ere depleted, now areas 
near the village may be brought into cultivation or the cycle of cropping shortened. 

43. Naturally vegetated areas around new villages also becone subject to 
intensified collection of forest products, especially fuelwood. Livestock tend to 
becOMe concentrated within the vicinity of the village, leading to overgrazing and 
soil destabilization. 

Scale and effects of coastal and narine Bedimentation 

44. There are fe~ quantitative estimates of total aedinentary matter delivered to 
the coast although figurea on sediment load have been derived for some rivera, 
usually in connection with hydrodevelapment projecta. It ie believed, however, that 
the total voluoe of continental ~aterial reaching the Neatern Indian Ocean from the 
region amounts to some 4.81 x 101 ~3 • Sediment discharge through Stiegler's Gorge 
an the Rufiji R. in Tanzania (the site of a proposed dam) is estimated 88 15-25 
million t/y. Riverine discharge of sedinoents into ~arine s}'Stams becones a probl"'" 
~hen the characteristics of specific marine systems or the viability or economic 
benefits of related hlnan a~tivitiea are affected, 

Accretion of beaches and loBS af tourism potential 

45. The Saboki R. in Kenya hss discharged a large volume of sediments that, due to 
the aauthwerd current along the Kenya coast, have effected the beaches and coral 
reefs at and near Malindi. Together with the lana R. further to the north, sediment 
discharge from the Sabaki is thought to have had a nejor effect on the coral reefs 
of northern Kenya. At Malindi itself there has been considerable beach accretion, 
reportedly as much aa 500 mover the last ten to fifteen years, with the fastest 
rate occurring within the last eight years. As a result of this accretion the 
existing jetty at Halindi has become dysfunctional, the baachfront of major hotals 
has ra~eded, and the quality of the sand and water in the tourist area has 
deteriorated. These reports are corroborated by scientific studies. The recent 
deposition of sediment in the area of Halindi aM northwards irereasea towards the 
mouth of the Sabaki R., aa does its organic content. ~urthermore, analyses of grain 
ai2es and mineralogical composition indicate that the recent depositions in the area 
are of terrigenous origin, and correlate well with the neteriel generated by the 
Sebek!. In addition to effects on the beaches and shorefront, sediment from the 
Ssbaki has also been deposited in the nearshore lagoon and on to the coral reefs, 
which lie only about 1/2-2 km offshore in thie area, This is of special ~oncern 

because too nationally-designated marine parks - the Malindi and Watanu Marine 
National Parks - are located in coral reef srees just south of Meliodi, and the 
entire area from Ha!indi paat the Watomu park is included in the Watanu Marine 
National Reserve. 
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46. Sedi~enta~y accumulation near tourist and scenic areas could have econohic as 
well sa aesthetic effects. Tourists or recreationalists may be unwilling to continue 
coming to areae characterized by beaches or reefs that have becDOe degraded, causing 
loeaes in yearly revenue and jeopardizing valuable private and public investiDent in 
the tourisn infrastructure. 

Effects on coral reefs 

47. Sedimentary discharges From major river ayeterna may kill coral through 
snotharlng, lose of light due to increased turbidity, and nutrification ohich leads 
to growth of algae and other organisms. Sedimentary depositions on the sea bottom 
also prevMt coral fro" attaching to th~ aea bed and noloni2ing ""w areaa. The 
possibility of coastal erosion should also be considered. Coral reefs of the 
fringing or barrier type protect the shorefr'"'t fr0111 the effects of ocean ..avee. 
Lagoons between raised ~oral reefs and the shore also tend to ac~umulate sand and 
other sediments transported by coastal physical procesees, providing additional 
protective material. Leas of the coral reefs, especially in higher-energy areas 
where mangrove forests and stable accumulations of sedimentary material do not 
easily form, could cause erosion of the shoreline. 

~loading in river valleys, coaetal plains, and deltas 

48. Loss of retentive vegetation and stable soils in catchment areas and 
accumulation of sediment along the course of ~ajor rivers can cause flooding and 
consequent lose of agricultural and settlement potential. flooding may happen in 
highland valleys, se in the plateau around Antananarivo in Madagascar, but usually 
occurs along the main channels of rivers and near their mouths. The area of 
Antananarivo, with a population of more than 700,000, ia aubject to severe siltation 
of rice paddies and periodic flooding by rivera. SUch severe sedi~ent accumulation 
proble~s, even in highlands, are related to the grave erosion proble~s in the 
cOUltry. Soil loss of 261J t/ha/y t1ave been recorded in the area around AntananariVO! 
in the country as e whole, watershed areas have been found regularly to lose 25-40 
t/ha/y of soil, and as much aa 300 t/ha/y in highland areas. 

49. In Tanzania, changes in the flcod pattern of the Rufiji R. were first noticed 
in the 19409 and the pattern in succeeding years has confir~ed a more rapid peaking 
of river le~el after rains. This ia interpreted ea resulting from in~reasing 

deforestation and erosion in tho river baain leading to faster run-off. Increased 
flooding in river valleys, extending to coastal plains and estuarine r~gions, could 
adversely affect agricultural potential in the subregion and create hazuds to human 
life. Increased incidence and magnitude of floods on major rivera could effect 
traditional agricultural practices in flood plains as ~ell es threaten the viability 
of irrigation sysh01s ar-.::1 related intensive agriculture • .<\n increased flooding cycle 
could also increase sediment discharge at tha mouths of rivers and under certain 
conditione could affect marine life through sudden ""'ssive inflow of fresh wter. 

Effects on the characteristics and productivity of estuarine areas 

50. Probably the moat important marine resourc5 generated by the estuaries of the 
region are the shrimps that have their nursery areaa in the mangrove forests. It is 
generally agreed that the occurrence of large sh<imp populations requires extensive 
wetlands, and in this region, mangrove areas. Other narine species of commercial 
value also rely on the estuaries; there are significant catches of small rlah and 
alao crabs in or off most of the estuaries of the region. 
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and other biological productivity. The estuaries constantly derive organic and 
mineral material from inputs of sediment, ..-od slowly relea&& eoltbh coOlponents and 
solids into coastal waters, Prolonged high rates of sedimentation can also provide 
a basis far the continued growth of estuarine areaa into deltas that provide 1m 

extended transition zone between river and marine systeOls. The e~tension of deltas 
prevents the occurrence of a process of ecological oucceaaion by which such areas 
are slo~ly converted into firm ground and con no longer provide a strung basis for 
marine produoti~ity. Thus, increased sedimentation from inland sources could in 
certain instances actually have beneficial effects on satuorina productivity. 

Deposition of sedimentary material on the continental shelf 

52. Like the establishment of deltas on the coast, the deposition of sed~entary 

material on the continental shelf, outside ~oral reef and coral sand areas, can have 
beneficial effech on 10arine prodL.O:tivity. Simihr to the organic 11atter that 
occumulotee in estuaries, muddy sea bottoms provide nutrients for marine species, 
including shrimp during their adult st~ge. 

53. Extensive sedimentary deposita are located off the mouth of the Rufiji R. in 
the Mafia Chamel in fan2aniaj at Sofala Bank on the wider portion of the 
continental shelf off Beira in Mozambique and in deep waters of the Mozambique 
Channel, beth resulting from sedimentation from the Zambezi R.! along the north-west 
and west coasts of Madagascar! and to a lesser e~tent in association with other 
rivers in the region. ~11 of these depositional areas sustain shrimp populations. 

54. Significantly increaaed sedimentation from the major rivers could also hsve 
adverse effects on fisheries, however, including shrimp. llver-repid discharge of 
riverine sediments into ocean ~tare can reduce light penetration and interfere with 
phytoplankton productivity. Accumulation of sedi~nts on the sea bed con result in 
the creation of large areas of unconsolidated bottom subject to turbidity and the 
forgation of sand Naves. These conditions can actually reduce biological 
productivity and inbsrfere ~ith fishery efforts. 

Depositional and erosional regines at the shoreline 

55. Increased sedimentary discharges from berrsstrial sources into the coastal 
11arine enviro~ent can result in the formation of delta-type areas and accretion of 
beaches. Very large accumulations of aedi11ent ~an, however, eo burden underlying 
sediments~y strata as to cause areas of the coastal zone to subside. This pro~ass, 
~hich has been reported for the central coast of Mozambique adjoining the Bight of 
Sofala, ~an lead to coastal erosion ae local sea-level rises. In the case of this 
region, .nich is characteri>ed by sane of the greatest tidal fluctuations in Africa 
(6.3 m at Beira) and other strong natural forces, local sea-level change could have 
great effects on the stability and configucation of the coastline. 

Siltation affecting hydropower facilities and irrigation works 

56. In many parte of the world, especially Africa, siltation along rivera has 
threatened the viability of e~isting hydropower dams and brought into question 
whether potential hydropower resources could realistically be developed. East Africa 
hae s unique hydropower potential that ia only beginning to be developed, Massive 
eedinentstion from sail erosion in catchnent areas could threaten this de~elopaent. 
Feasibility studies of dam projects in the region now commonly include onalyaea of 
probable siltation et dan sitae, oe well sa along river channels, Irrigation works 
cen alae be affected by siltation. ~e irrigation wcrks along the Shebelle R. (Uebi 
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Effects of major h~odevelopnant projects on regional coastal and marine 
syatens 

57. Large hydrodevelopment projects on the major rivers of East Africa and 
Madagascar, for hydroelectric power generation, irrigation, or flood control 
purpceea, could affect their flow and oedimentetion rates. Such projects ~ould aleo 
change the characteristics of the river valleys and flood plaine and peroit the 
~tension of systematic agriculture by providing water for irrigation. Thaae changes 
could have major effects on the pattern of human activity in the coastal >nne and on 
coastal and marine natural resources. 

Major hydrodevelopment projects 

58. The rivers of East Africa rise from narrow coastal lo~landa into upland 
aavannaha and mountains to their points of ori~in in the lakes of the Great Rift 
Valley system, ln~luding Lakes Victoria, Tanganyika, and Nyasa, and other upland 
catchment areas. The najor rivers of Madagascar also originate in large upland 
catchment areas and nostly descend through the Western Central Savannahs to the 
Ho~bique Channel. The conbination of abundant water resources in the highland 
areas, large natural catchment areas, and long drops through a variety of terrain 
towards the coast creates great hydropower potential. Large hydrodevelopnant 
projects on the major rivera oan also be justified by needs for flood control and 
irrigation. Such projects in the subregion include the Cabora Baaaa Oem in 
Mozambique, the Stiegler's Gorge area project in Tanzania and the Bardera Dam 
proJect in Somalia. 

Changes in flo~ characteristics and sed~antation ratea 

59. The dams could exercise a major controlling effect on the flood cycle, except 
that this factor nay be dihinished by menage9eot of the proje~te primarily to 
provide electric power. Deposition of river aedinents into the dans will prevent 
theee sedi~ents from reaching the sea, but may cause the rivera belo~ the dam to 
pick up more sediment, thereby tending to scour river bottoms, carve banks, and 
create gorges in their lowar reaches. This could cause s certain contraction of the 
flood plains. But sediments lifted from lower reaches of the rivers would probably 
not be sufficient to replenish the load previously carried by the river from the 
highlands to ita mouth or delta. 7hue the amount of sedimentary material entering 
the ocean may also be reduced and delta formation nay be slowed or stopped 
altogether. 

60. Another conoequence of dam conatruation is the effect of ~ater management for 
hydropower and irrigation purpoees on the spawning end growth cycle of marine 
organisms in the estuaries. As a result of deliberate .ater ~anagenent decisions at 
the dams, the floW of fresh water may be out off, delayed, or reduced during periods 
that are critical for marino species. Ths reduction of freshwater inputs, either on 
s seasonal or per~anent basis, may alae lead to intrusion of salinity ~urther up the 
mouths of the rivers, affecting estuarine habitat. On the other hand, irrigation of 
new areas near the fresh/salt water interfaae in a river plain could reduce salinity 
in these areas and reduce the extent of the productiVe estuarine transitional zone. 
But further intrusion of eeline water up rivers as a result of lesssned freshwater 
flow could also lead to salini>Btion of agricultural fields that depend on river 
water for irrigation. 

61. Mozambique• Fisheries officials in Mozambique are ~oncerned about the effects 
of the Cabora Baeas Dam on the delta of the z ... bezi R., ltlich provides the primary 
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partial demming at Cabora Basse, increasing salinity has been noticed in the 
marginal agricultural region along the river. The spread of plants adapted to saline 
conditions, including mangroves, in inner delta and estuarine areas has also been 
observed. Delta building has apparently also stopped or been severely reduced. A 
looered water level has also been noticed in the delta. No effects on the shrimp 
harvest have yet been felt. 

62. Tanzania: Studies have been performed on the possible affects of dam~ing the 
Rufiji in connection oith the Stiegler's Gorge project, Phose One of which was 
originally scheduled to be conpleted in the yeor 1990 but has now been postponed to 
2000. Saline penetration into the delta of the RufiJi has been found to reach 5-40 
km in various conditions, and it is thought that this intrusion would be reduced by 
the proposed dan, which would even out the flow of the river at a fairly high level. 
As for the outer areas of the dalta, it was estimated that after the effects of dan 
~placement were transmitted downstream, there would be a continuing receaeion of 
shoreline at a rete of as ~uch so 1 m per year. 

63. Officials curi'8ntly believe, however, that these changes would not have major 
effects on marine life, even though the estuary of the Rufiji, with its e~tensiva 
nangroves supports an important shrimp stock. 

64. Kenya has significant estuaries at Vanga, Mombasa, Mtwapa Hide Creeks, the 
Sabeki and Tans River mouths, and in the La~u archipelago. Only the Tone and Sebaki 
Rivers of the Kenyon rivers draining into the Indian OCean have been donmed or 
appear to possess a hydropower potential. There ore small shrimp fisheries in 
northern Kenya based on the estuaries and offshore banks of the Lemu archipelago and 
the lane and Saboki Rivers. On the lane River, damming haa been reported to have 
noticeably reduced siltation at the mouth of the river; narine fisheries in the area 
seem, however, to be improving. 

65. SoMlia' Marine productivity in Somalia differs from south to north. The 
estuary of the Juba (GiWa) River is located in the south and a seasonal upwelling 
characterizes the north-east coast at the end of the south-west monsoon period. Aa 
these distinctive bases of ~Brine productivity beco~e better understood, different 
types of management measures ~ill probably hove to be undertaken for each. 
Protection of the estuarine areas in the south do not appear to have been accorded 
official priority to date. In fact, for the most part, the water of the Shebelle R. 
is extracted before the river reaches the sea. Although the Juba, which originates 
in the Ethiopian highlands, has a constant flow at its mouth, this may be affected 
by the Bardero Dam. At present, the probable environnental effects of the Bardara 
Dam are not well understood, although outside assistance has been obtained to 
inquire into environmental factors, including doonst•ea~ effects on the estuary of 
the Juba. The JUba is known to carry a large vol~e of sediment, and there is a 
shri~p fishery around ita mouth. 

Agricultural development in river valleys and flood plains 

66. In Hozonbique eeveral projects are under way to expend ayatematic irrigatad 
agriculture in river valleys, especially for the cultivation of paddy rice. Large 
areas are already dedicated to rice cultivation in Zambe>io Province, and several 
efforts are being made, with outside assistance, to bring new areas under 
cultivation. It ie thought that the total rice-growing potential in the country ie 
aoae 240,000 ha. ~ge projects have been conmenced in Chogu~, about 50 km up the 
limpopo R. from the sea, where 16,000 ha ore being converted to rice1 in Hopeia, 
about 120 km up the Zambe>i R.; and in Cebo Delgado Province. In Zambeda Province, 
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over-iuigation which has raised the water table and broken do"" the 
lens. T~ere is a need for careful manag~ent of the river and estuarine 
prevent sue~ losses of agricultural potential. 

freshwater 
ayat... to 

67. ln Tan;,ania, ~ater from the proposed Stiegler's Gorge dam would provide 
irrigation for intensive agriculture, including ~panded rice cultivation, in the 
lo""'r Rufiji dver valley. The proposed dam site ie about 2Hl krn fr<Jtn the sea~ the 
flood plain below this point is 1U-2U krn wide end about 15U km long, ending in a 
creecent-ahaped delta about 60 krn wide. The flood plain has traditionally supported 
both s<Alsistence end cash crop farming. Traditional ,.ethods have largely, however, 
given way to nore intensive, village-based agriculture, especially on the fringes of 
the flood plain. Constrootion of the d""' could 8/lellorate the flooding problem that 
has prevented the development of systematic agriculture in the plain. It could also 
provide a regular source of irrigation water for areas thst are row beyund the res~h 
of the floods or only intermittently watered by the river. 

68. In Somalia, ~ompletion of the S.rdera Dan could reeult in the ~reation of as 
much ae 22U,OOO ha of irrigated area, although realieti~ eetinatee range from lBO to 
200,000. Nevertheless, the costs of realizing the great agri~ultural potential 
connected with this project are extremely high. Another project linked odth the 
pronation of intensive agriculture of irrigated areas in Somalia ia the construction 
of a urea plant with a yearly output of 50 t/y. This plant exceeds present needs for 
urea, since the exiating irrigated area totals only some 50,UOO ha. Economical 
e.porte of tha production are also unlikely becauee of the high costs of producing 
urea from imported heavy oil. 

• Problema in the mansgBBent of the coastal zone 

69. The coastal zone along the continentsl-type coastlines of the region is 
generally not as heavily populated nor as extensively utilized for agriculture or 
livestock raising as the more productive highland areas. The general clinatic and 
geological characteristics of the region still, however, make the management of 
these activities in the coastal zone problematic. ~ecause of the link "ith maritime 
transportation and historical patterns of cultural contact, najor population centres 
end certain industrial facilities are usually located on the coast. The coast also 
supports the s~all but eoonooicolly significant population who rely on fishing. ~e 

cooatsl zone, in addition, contains i,.portant natural ~eaourcea and offers special 
econonic opportunities. 

Rural development in the coastal zone 

Traditional agricultural and livestock raising practices: 

7U. Rurel populations in the coastal zone, as elsewhere, tend to practice shifting 
cultivation, with new areas being subject to clearing and planting in a regular 
cycle. Bushfires are often uaed for lmd clo,..ring in connection with this 
traditional practice, in coastal areas es well. Tn Hoza~bique, bushfires, or 
quemara'a are reported to be particularly severe on the coast. Both the ayetematic 
depletion of new areas for their latent agricultural potential and associated 
burning are of special concern along the coset because they can lead to 
destabilization of ~agile coastal soil structures such as bluffs and dunes. In 
Hozanbique, e~all gardens, known as ahamba'e through ~uch of the region, are also 
routinely eatabliehed along the banks of streana and ponda, and in interdune areas. 
Thia practice ia also observable along river banks in Kenya, and probably occurs 
throughout the region. Livestock raising can also be especially destructive near 
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Meanohile, the development of th& infrast~ucture necessary to support systematic 
agricult~a, including irrigation, has been slow in coming. 

Urban development in the coaatal >One 

7B. Throughout the subregion u~ben centres are looated on the coast. These 
include primary urban centres that have served ee national capitals, such as Maputo, 
Dar es Sale~ and Mogadishu; ~jor port cities such as Mnmbaaa, Beira, Mahajanga, 
Toliara, and Toamasina; and tertiary urban centres, often founded end developed in 
connection with patterns of trade and settlement in periods prior to independence. 
Populations in the coastal zone outside the major urban areas, are generally g~owing 
no more quickly and sometimes considerably more slowly than overall national 
populations. 

Ne~ urban growth centres 

79. Swell urban areas on the coaat occasionally experience accelerated growth as a 
result of special coastal or marine-related economic circumstances. The outstanding 
e~ample at present ia the toon of Melindi in Kenya, which iB eKperiencing rapid 
population growth as a result of the e~panaion of tourism in this area. This 
explosive growth of the permanent population has resulted from direct employment in 
the to~ist industry (appro~imotaly 2,000 jobs) and associated services such as 
handicrafts. !t has severely taxed the ability of local authorities and the private 
sector to provide adequate housing gnd public services. No eewege system exists at 
present1 meanNhile, septic tanks are being constructed and many resident~ oleo use 
pit latrines, which authorities recogni2e as a potential health hazs~d. 

80. A physical plan for development of the town has been adopted, including 
economic developnent and diversification. An industrial araa has been aet aside by 
the Municipal Council Nhich is administered by the Kenya Industrial Development 
Authority. An area has also been created for amall-acale industries. other 
necessary facilities and infrastructure are also being created; for ·example, a 
alaughterh:luse haa been established about 1 kn inland. 

81. The trelllelldmJS growth in Malindi illuatrates the difficultiea small 
municipalities on the coast may have ohen they become subjected to rapid population 
growth linked to tourism or other special econooic aituations related to coastal or 
marine de~elopnent. In Kenya, where tourien is as yet centred between Mombasa and 
Halindi, there ie a p~ospect of further growth of the tourist areaa. Lamu may become 
a target for tourist expansion in the future. Future growth areas for tourism on 
the Kenyan coast include intensified development in the area between Mombasa and 
Halindi and the KWale area aouth of Mombasa. 

Intermediate urban areas 

82. Smaller urban oentres on the coast have the prob!e~ of general ~ban growth 
and also experience difficulties in upgrading and expanding their limited eKieting 
infrastructure. As a result, sanitary conditione may be poor and other municipal 
services inadequate. In Hcmbasa, ho.ever, Kenya's major port city , attenpte are 
being made to rationalize the process of urban growth and to increase the aer>ice 
area of municipal infrastructure. 

83. Most of the houaing in Mombasa is of the 
space-intensive buildings are found in older 
substantial faotllY residoncea ere found along 

local, Swahili, type, although more 
neighbo~hoods on the Island and sane 
the MoreUnee. Unplanned ho""ing 
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Population may reach 700,000 by 1996, The growth of the urban population ia expected 
to occur mostly in the Mainland areas of the city. A practical land use 
configuration for a much enlarged city population of one million spreading along the 
three ~ajar roeda was developed in the ~base Skeleton Plan of 1975, which is 
intended to guide governmental authorities in their planning, granting of permits 
and investment decisions. 

84. The eCO/l0113ic foundations of urban life in M<>llbesa are maritime canmer""• large 
industrial and energy facilities and ~all NDrkshops, and tourism. As the numbers 
of permanent residents and visitors increase, retail trade and the service sector 
can be expected to continue to expand. 

85. The primary land use and resource conservation problems sppear to be to plan 
the expana1on of new areas in order to preserve urban ~enities and prevent 
unsanitary conditions from occurring, and to upgrade and expand existing public 
infrastructure such as sewerage and water supply and maintain a level of public 
services such as solid waste disposal without ~xceeding limitations on existing 
equipment and fadlities. UMly l7 per cent of the entire population of Mombasa is 
currently connected to a centralized sewerage and treatment capacity, for example, 
all in one section of Hombesa Island. Elsewhere septic tanks and soak pita are 
used. Treatment of wastes in the municipal system is only primary (sedimentation) I 
liquid effluents are discharged about 0.5 km out to sea end sludges are trucked to 
the municipal dump site - s landfill in what used to be a saltmar•h or tidal flat 
and spread, A feasibility study has been performed on construction of additional 
municipal sewage capacity for the West Mainland, however, and work is expected to 
begin in 1982, with financial support from international lending organizations. 
(See also ~UNEP: Public health probleBs in the coastal zone of the East African 
Region. UNEP Regional Seas Rep. end Stud. No. 9) 

86. In the absence of upgraded infrastructure, the potential for ...,ter pollution 
and unsanitary conditions in Maobasa is great, especially due to the fact that it 
almost entirely surrounds interns! water bodies. (It has s shoreline of fully 250 
l<m). Sprawlir<J seHlenents outside the central part of the city, furthermore, could 
interfere with scenic and conservation values. 

Large urban centres: Physical planning, public services, and social policy 

87. From the land use planning and resource conservation standpoints, the key 
issues for large urban centres are to keep pace with the rate of population growth 
in planning urban expansion, to exercise regulatory authority over key developnents 
that could effect the quality of urban life, and constantly to upgrade and expand 
public services including sanitary systems so that the carrying capacity of the 
urban and surrounding environment is not exceeded. 

as. Dar ee Salaam has experienced extremely rapid population growth, which reached 
932,000 in 1979. Consequently housing is the critical development problem, since 
the informal Bhplcyment sector appears to be able to continue to absorb the rapidly 
growing population. 

~9. As e result of the rapid growth of squatter settlements there ia little 
clearly defined growth pattern for the city as a whole; growth has primarily 
occurred along major roads, especially the road towards Horogorc. A previous master 
plan, d,...eloped in 1969, projected urban expansion north-south along the coast, but 
in fact growth has occurred to the west and elong the major roade. A potential 
urban corridor is also appearing to the west of Dar ee Salaan along the highiiBy to 
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population away fran Dar ea Salaam. Dorridoz development along the major roods is 
&lso being encouraged by a tendency of higher-class residents to establish 
neighbourhoods outside the city boundaries and to com~ute to the city. 

90. IU:momnmdation of new residents in the future will result in both infilling oF 
the existing urban area and in such e~tensiona of urbanized areas, Infilling of the 
existing urban area could result in e population in this area of nearly s ~illion. 

91, Apart fro~ directing the pattern of growth, planners in Dar ea Sala&Q have the 
difficult task of providing for the redevelopment of existing urban areas sod 
upgrading and extending municipal services including infrastructure, Municipal 
infrastructure in Oar es Salaam is generally inadequate for the city's present 
size; it is also subject to maintenance deficiencies. The limited road system 
pi>rhaps accounts ror the tendeocy of settlements to follow maJor edeting roads 
ohich provide the only transportation links, More problematic, hoOI!lver, is the 
absencs of sufficient municipal aewage treatnent capacity. (See paragraphs 96- 101 
of WHa/UNEPI PubliC health problena in the coastal zone of tha East African Region). 

92. Maputo ie also subject to a high rate of population increase, with urban 
population estimated today at 770,000, The city has been subject to large growth of 
population in uncontrolled settleDente surrounding the Hconcrete town" of the 
central planned ares. For details on the municipal sewerage syatem see paragraph 75 
of the WHa/UNEP report cited ebove. 

9,, In the unplanned areas, human activities around residential structures end 
footpaths SBOng the houses tend to destebili2e the sandy soil; this leads to heavy 
loss of soil through surface run-off during heavy reins. Since Maputo is largely 
situated on bluffs slowly sloping to tha sea, it ie probable that large ~ounte of 
soil are transported to the Bay. Although these sediments would probably be veetly 
out~aighed by the contribution from rivers, they could cauee inshore siltation as 
well ee carry ~oliform bs~teria and even heavy netala or other pollutant~ into 
nearshore areas of the Bay. 

94, A Land Law has been adopted which generally establishes a ~ollective system of 
land tenure and provides for official approval for residentiel development. No 
regulations have been pronulgated as yet, however, Physical plana exist for urban 
areas, especially Maputo, which are formulated on the national level throUgh the 
current ~tiona! Directorate for Housing in the Ministry of Public Works and 
Housing. These plana are implenented by the exe~utive ~ouncila of the cities. Within 
national capacities services are being provided for existing and na~ unplanned areas 
in the capital. There ia, however, a policy favouring decentralization of population 
so that considerable resources are being devoted to upgrading infrastructure in 
rural areas. 

95, Mogadishu: The current population of Mogadishu is about 350,000. Unlike the 
other capital cities on the co~at in this region, Mogadishu does not appear to be 
subject to a large imn~gration from rural sraaa causing the spread cf unplanned 
areas. Moat of the housing in the city appears to be of a par~anent nature, with 
stone walls fashioned frOffi aggregates with limestone mortar. The physical layout of 
the city appears to have been dictated by its transportation infrastructure, which 
ie generally adequate for a city of this size, (See nap VI.) Town planning proper 
ia only beginning in Mogadishu, with the delineation of areas For fUture industrial 
uae and residential expansion. 

96. Land within the urban area, as elsewhere, ia under national ownership; 
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the local authorities. Some squatter settlement is reported, but enfor~enent is 
reportedly rigorous and the nUQber of squatters small. 

97, MoQadiahu has absolutely no sewerage at present, There are plana to develop a 
sewer syste~ , but offi~isls would prefer to avoid discharge into the ocean and 
favour dispersal on land folloNed by reuse of domestic wastes in some manner. For 
futher details see paragraphs 88-~0 of the WHO/UNEP report already quoted. 

98. Despite its coastal location, the city of Mogadishu and its residents, e~cept 

for a minority, do not appear to take full advantage of the amenities of life nn the 
coast. The beaches and reefs are of fine quality, but there would appear to be a 
tendency to dispose of solid wastes, including miscellaneous articles and also 
organic matter, off seawalls or on to beaches, reducing amenities at the shoreline. 
There appears to be little artisanal fishing activity immediately off MOgadishu, 
although foreign visitors report catches of skipjack using handlines just offshore. 

99. The traditional Arab style of house construction utilized requires ~~tensive 

~ining of limestone froo ancient coral beds under the coastal dunes in the vicinity 
of Mogadishu. Mining of limestone is visible in dunes in the north of the city on a 
labouc-intensive basis and south of the city in shallow beds using bulldozers. In 
the north, firing kilns have also been constructed in the dunes to acc~odate the 
liDeetone that is quarried in the area. These activities have devegctated end 
destabilized the dunes in these areas. The Government is reportedly drafting a law 
to control these practices. 

MaJor facilities in the coastal zone 

100. A variety of ~ajor facilities are located in the coastal zone, usually in 
connection .Utl1 the use of coastal wtere For transportation or ""ste discharge, or 
proximity to coastal natural resources. The careful siting of such fa~ilities, 

aseess~nt of their effects, and the evaluation and management of e~isting 

facilities are of concern because of their potential effects on the marine 
enviro~ent and coastal resources. 

Industries (See also UNlDO/UNEP: Industrial sources of marine and coastal 
pollution in the Ennt African Region. UNEP Reg. Seas Rep. and Stud. No. 7) 

101, O~ing to the state of development in the subregion and the histori~al pattern 
of primary natural resources production, regional industries, including those near 
the coset, are for the moat part agro-industries for processing agricultu•al 
products. These induatr1es include sugar mille and molasses plants, cashew husking 
~orks; pineapple canneries; rice ~ille, copra drying facilities and a variety of 
other light processing or export preparation facilities for other crops such as 
groundnuta, coffee, cotton and sisal. Most agro-industrial plants do not entail 
special environmental problems such as the release of exotic substances; they can, 
however, maks l~ge contributions to the biochemical o~ygen demand (BOO) of 
rece~v1ng waters due to the dis~harge of large quantities of organic matter. In the 
case of sugar, most of the mille in the region now appear to be using all or ~est of 
their organic waabes (bagasse) for the production of energy at the plant by burning. 

102. Cement plants are in operation at several places along the coast, including 
~bass, Matola (the port of Maputo), and Oar ee Salas~. Apart from environoental 
problema with the dust end other particulate ~atter released from these plants, they 
ere often located on the coast to tsks advantage of limestone deposits there. Cere 
should be taken to ensure that the quarrying of limestone in connection with the 
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lOJ. Chemical plants are also located in several places, including Mombasa and Dar 
es Salaam. These plants create a dengar of tc~ic effluents containing comple~ 
organic eubetancee or heavy metals being released into rivers or coastal Naters. The 
consequences of release of chemicals from these or other facilities could be 
particularly severe in estuarine areas, where they could tend to be cycled between 
sediments and the water column. 

1[)4. Textile phnts, often "-'ite large, ere located at several coastal points, 
including Hombass and Maputo. In Dar as Salaam, effluents fron the textile plant 
several kilometres inland are channelled into the MSimba2e Creek via a drainage 
ditch into a omall atree~. Textile wastes may contain to~ic dyes, including heavy 
metals, which should be assessed as to the!~ effects on the aquatic environment and 
exposed human populations. 

105. Fish processing plants ere located at various ports end small-scale industries 
are to be fownd all over the r~gion in coastal towns and cities. These industries 
mostly involve the fabrication and assembly of coneuner products, or the fashioning 
of handicrafts. Soma e~tre~ely localized pollution may occur from these activities_ 

106. Mogadishu has a special problem with an abattoir on the shore, the Naetes frorn 
which are apparently drawing sharks through a hole in tha reef, to nearshore water. 
This has resulted in a number of shark attacks in this area, which was Mogadishu' a 
~est popular beach. 

Tourist fscilitiee 

107. Kenys'e coastal tourism has been called "the workhorse of Kenya's tourism~ 

because of its dependability ysar to year and because of the number of touriete 
accommodated. The other coastal areas in the subregion are not nearly as advanced 
in the developnoent of tourist fecilitiee. Most Governments at present, in fact, 
appear rather undecided about the development of tourism. ~everthelees it must be 
recognized thst tourism, while potentially linked to social proble~s-end, if not 
nanaged carefully, not an effective contributor to notional revenues, can 
potentially provide an economic basis and rationale For the conservation of coaetel 
resources and the preser,ation of locsl traditions. 

lOB. So ~le onlY Kenya appears to be aggreeeively pursuing coastal touriso at 
present, other ~vermente in the region are making aoM p!'OVision for the future 
development of tourism. Mozambique, which does have some tourist facilities, is 
foruuleting regional plans for tourist development in Belem, Macubi, and Punta do 
Or. Tanzania haa aone coastal facilities, including hotels just outside Dar es 
Salaam (auch as at KUnduchi Beach) and a lodge on Zan<iber, and ie contemplating 
accepting further invest~nt. Somalia plans no State investment in touriso, but 
will allow private investment if appropriate. Madagascar has_ a traditional coastal 
resort ares in Nosy B~, but the Govsrn~ent does not appear to be promoting tourist 
investment particularly, although several facilities still exist in this area and 
there is a constant, if e~all, stresm of visitors. E~trenely linited facilities 
also exist in other coaetsl areas, largely for business visitors, including the 
seaside towns of roamasina, Toliara, and Antseranana. 

Porte 

109. Major ports on the coast are gsnerally associated 
secondary urban centres. For the nost part they do not 
e~cept when occasional a pills of oil have occurred. The 

with either primary or 
appear especially polluted, 
section of the Pangalanes 
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refinery. Little expansion of ports, or creation of new porte, ie planned in the 
region, except ~here major de~elopment of the mineral resources of the interior or 
coaat or offshore waters is anticipated. Thus Beira may experience considerable 
expansion in the future when the Tete coalfields up the Zambezi River are de~eloped. 
Vilanculos in MOzambique ~ay have a new port developed to accommodate the processing 
of natural gae, including fertilizer production, that is expected in connection with 
development of off- and on-shore natural gas fields in this area. In Madagascar, a 
new port is being planned to replace the existing pert of Mahajanga, which has 
becQOe unusable due to the large volume of sediment enteriM9 the port from the 
Betsiboka River. 

Energy facilities 

110. Se~eral refineries exist on the coast, at Mombesa, Matola (Maputo), Dar es 
Salaam, and Toamssina, which pose obvious dangers for the coastal environment. 
Moreover, oil spill prevention equipment is extr~ely limited and contingency 
capacity, including spill control and clean-up facilities, is not available on site. 
(See also IMD/UNEP; Oil pollution control in the East Afdcan Region. I~EP Reg. 
Sees Rep. and Stud. No. 10). 

Fisheries developnent 

111. In general the periphery of the Indian Ocean, and especially the Eastern 
African area, are characterized by primary biological producti~ity lower than that 
of the other oceans, e~cept for certain, previously ~entianed, favoured locations, 
o~ing to tho narrow continental shelves. (See also IU~N/UNEP; Conser~ation of 
coastal and marine ecosystems and li~ing resources of the East African Region. UN£P 
Reg. Seas Rep. and Stud. No. ll). 

112. Coastal fishery potential in the region is therefore linited and the ~aUor 

fisheries occur in shallow shelf areas for shri~p; in nearshore waters and in 
estuaries for small, including ~all pelagic, species; end on and near reefs for 
reef Fishes and demersal species. The Western Indian Ocean is, howa~er, also 
choracterizsd by the presence of schools of highly migratory, or large pelagic, 
species, especially small tunas (bonito and ekipjaok)J these could form the basis of 
an offshore fishing industry. 

113. FAO co~piled eatinatea For total marine fisheries production by the countries 
in the region, which illustrate the currently ~ery li~ited catches; these are 
reproduced in the annex to this report. 

Enhanc""'ent of artisanal fisheries 

114. Several types of artisans! fisheries e~ist 
employ altogether several thousand full-time 
uaed include seining, gill netting, handllning, 
welra. 

in the aubre<Jiou, and gBilerally 
fisher!llro in each country. Methods 
dropping traps, or constructing 

115. [)wlng to the voriet) of habitah fished and the distance between scattered 
fishing areas, the marketing of local fiahery products derived fr~ the artisanal 
fishery is limited by troneportation and other infrastructural deficiencies. The 
national Gover~ents in the region have therefore embarked on various pragra~as to 
inprcve the situation. These predominantly include the fonoation of fishermen's 
co-operati~ea to channel governnental assistance to fiahenoen. Fublic commercial 
enterprises have also been established to provide central reception and narketing 
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116. Because of the techniques used in the art!sanal fishery, there is little 
prospect of overfishing, although certain areas, such as nearshore reefe, can be 
fished to the point of depletion. The artisenal take of certain species, such as 
shrimp returning to their spawning grounds in the estuaries, should perhape be 
li~aited !dlen maxim,.. return would be achieved by an organized conmercial fishing 
effort that e~ploited these species at the moat appropriate time and place. 

I~provement of co~ercial fishing operations (See also 
pollution in the East African Rogion. UNEP Reg. Seas Rep. 

FAO/UNEP: Morine 
and Stud. No.8) 

117. The commercial fishing industry in the subregion ie primarily for prawns. A 
large by-catch of fish is associated with prawn harvesting by trawlers; in Kenya 
this catch is occasionally ~aarketed. In Moza~abique the by-catch, ~aostly caught by 
foreign vessels engaged in joint ventures with the Mozambican Government, usually 
does not reach local markets. 

llS. Commercial fishing operations in the subregion are restricted by several 
Foctora, but there are prospects, booed on a number of currently underexploited 
species. Some of the e~oll pelagic stocks in the ares may justify comnercial purse 
seining. Unexploited stocke of deep demersal fiSh exist, for example, in deeper 
shelf areas off Hozanbique, and there are known to be several species of deep-water 
crustaceans in regional waters, including deep-water shrimp, lobster and crabs·. 

119. Because of the difficulties that are present in e•panding the commercial 
fishery, it would appear inadvisable to make significant public investment until 
improved scientific information is obtained. For unfanilier species, the market will 
also have to be tested concerning the acceptability of the product and promotional 
efforts may also be required. Finally, expansion of the local conMercial fishery 
would involve investment in both i~aproved vessels and gear, and substantial 
upgrading of fish processing end storage facilities in major ports (ao well as 
allocation of port apace to fishing vessels). 

The regional shrimp fishery; other crUBtsceans 

120. For the most part, the shrimp stocks ere caught in shallow continental shelf 
areas juat off najor estuarine systems. The shrimp for~ ~arms near the shelf ohere 
they are harvested by trawlers. In several places in the subregion it is thought 
that maximum sustainable yield (HSY) for the shrimp fishery has been reached and 
that additional fishing effort would tend to deplete the resource. In general, a 
variety of regulatory approaches are uaed, including deter~instion of total 
allowable catch (TAC) on an area-wide basis, seasonal and area closuras, and 
restrictions on gear, such as minimum net aize. 

121. In Madagascar, on the north-west coast, Bhri~p are harvested all the yeer in 
shallow ~ters on the continental shelf about 5 - 30 m 1n depth. There is a 
restriction on amount of take and certain areas, thought to be spawning areas, are 
closed during the period December - February. Detailed records of landings, which 
are concentrated at Nosy Be, are being kept by the centre National da la ~chercha 

Oc~enographiq~ (CNRO) located there, and area-specific and total ~athematical 
estimates are being ~aede of auatainsble yield. It iB thought, however, that overall 
the fishery ia currently operating at MSY. About 5,000 t/y are harvested in ell. 

122. In Mbzanbique, shri~p catches were probably 6,000-7,000 t during 
1974-1976 but apparently declined to under 2,000 in 1978. ShriMp 
historically accofllhd for about 10 per cent of total e~pcrt earnings 

the period 
exports have 

and amotnted 
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companies are also engaged in the fishery. There is also some small-scale fishing 
for local consumption. 

123, In Tanzania the extensive mangrove areas of the Rufiji Delta and the offshore 
banks of the Mafia Channel are believed to possess a mean potential annual 
productivity of 2,786 t. Total catch amounts to about 715 t, most of which is 
derived from the delta and not the offshore area. It ia Lhuuyi1L, therefore, thHt 
considerable scope exists ror the expansion of this fishery, 

124, In Kenya there is a amall shrimp fishery with under ten medilJil-aized tl'awllng 
vessels involved, mostly in Ungwana Bay north of Mallndi at the mouth of the lana 
River. Catches of some 7 t/month per vessel are recorded, with a fish by-catch of 
perhaps double that. 

125. ln addition to shrimp there are other exploitable crustaceans in the 
subregion. Several hundred tonnes of lobster are caught annually although there ia 
probably B potential for a few thoueSild. There is also a very large potential ~rob 

stock in the mangrove forests~ in north-~est Madagascar alone it is thought that a 
200 tonne yearly harvest may be possible, while only some 15 tonnes are caught per 
year currently. 

126. For the shrimp fishery, the primary concerns of the States of the subregion, 
from the point of view of socio-economic planning and resource conservation, are to 
try to increase local economic participation in the shrimp industry and to prevent 
overfishiog or other damaging harvest practices. The extent of foreign 
participation lowers the ability of the Governments to obtain reliable information 
on the fishery, to observe fishing operations and enforce correct practices, and to 
participate in downstream activities such as processing and marketing. ror othor 
crustacean species, the chief difficulty seems to be in marketing the relatively 
S6all quantities available (lobster) on an export basis, and in providing 
infrastructure and developing a local market for the more plentiful species (crab). 

127, Several categories of adivitiea that affect coastal resources have been 
discussed in this section. Mention should also be made, however, of certain coastal 
features themselves, which warrant special protection because their degradation 
could result in the loea of econooic and other values. Public education and 
improved enforcement efforts could help in all these categories. 

Prevention of overcutting and conversion of mangrove forests 

128. Several coastal activities can lead to the destruction or conversion of 
mangrove forests. Mangroves are cut to provide construction materials, such aa 
poles, as wall as to produce charcoal and firewood for domestic uae. Although 
throughout most of the region officials recognize the importance of preventing loss 
of mangrove forests, there continues to be 1llegol cutting of mangroves. 

129. Mangrove areas ere also occasionally converted into salt production 
Mangroves heve been converted for this purpose just outside Maputo, and 
salt production in a mangrove area was expanded near Kunduchi Beach outside 
Sala311. 
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Preservation of amenities 

131. As coastal populations grow there is increased strain on the amenities of the 
coastline, including the unepoilt characteristics of beaches and other open areas. 
The quality of life in coastal urban areas will become subject to increasing stress 
from population growth and the difficulty of providing adequate infrastructure. 

Protedion of the laro:Jacape 

132, Expansion of economic activities in the coastal zone can epoil vie~ in scenic 
areas. Mineral extraction facilities, including riga for recovery of oil and natural 
gsa and associated industrial plants, as well as other structures, can degrade the 
aesthetic resources of the coastal zone both for local populations and tourists. 
Development of natural gas fields and associated liquiFadion or fertilizer 
production fHCilitiee ut Vilunculou in Mozambique, fOr exa.ple, could aff~ct the 
scenery of this visually interesting area. Care should be taken in the siting end 
design of facilities along the coast ao that they do not intrude unduly upon 
features of the natural landscape. 

Conservation of rare narine species 

133. Human activities end rea1dence on the coast thraatan certain rare marine 
species that, in addltion to being of scientific 1ntereet, are a natural legacy of 
the region. These include the dugong end several species of sea turtle, as well as 
colourful reef f~shes, shells, and corals, especially in marine areas of 
recreational interest. Measures should be taken to protect these species from 
interference by nan. 

Protection of coastal dry forests 

134. Dry forests, sometimes limited, exist in the coastal strip throughout the 
subregion. They will be threat<>ned lncreaSif>:JlY in the future by c'learing for 
agriculture and settlement and for collection of fuelwood and construction 
materials. Conservation m6aaUres should be taken to preserve them as wildlife 
habitat, scenic assets, and an important factor in the preservation of soil erosion, 

Protection of sea dunes 

ns. Hliiian activities near the coast, including 'agriculture and livestock raising 
but also simple human movement, may destabilize sea dunes, potentially leading to 
coastal erosion. This problem has been observed in southern Mozambique, for example. 

Protection of lagoons and barrier islsnds 

136. Barrier islands and their internal lagoons are also very eeneitive to human 
activity, especially construction, ae well as to man-induced changes in water 
circulation. The biological productivity of the lagoon waters of the Pengalanea 
Canal in eastern Madagascar, for e~ample, is reported to have diesppeared as a 
result of construction and sediment accumulation cutting off interchange of lagoon 
water with the sea, Adverse effects have also been noticed in barrier islands and 
their lagoons in southern Mozambique. Weakening of such protective formations could 
lead to hazards during storn periods. 
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Environmental co-nrdination and conflict r~solution 

142. S~veral nat1ons in the region have recognized the importance of giving the 
environmental perspective an institutional representative at the national level. In 
Kenya the National Environment Secretariat has been formed in the M[nistry of 
Natural Resources and may become autonomous in connection with ths pa&eage of 
organic environmental legislation in the future. 1n Tan~ania consideration has bean 
given to adopting a similar structure and meanwhile a de facto interagency committee 
has bean formed and meets on a regular baaie under the auspices of the Ardhi 
Ministry. In Somalia a National Environment Committee hae been organized on an 
informal basis, with multiple agency personnel in attendance; the committee has 
apparently not nat frequently, however. In Madagascar there is an inborminieterial 
HAS COIIIIittee which ..ervee en advisory role, and formation of a special ~amotission 

on industrial pollution is contemplated. In Mozambique, although no regular 
interagency co-ordination mechanism for the environment exists, regular consultation 
is reported to o~cur among national agencies concerning nurine issues, specifically 
i~olving the Secretary of State for fisheries when fishery resources or habitats 
could be affected by planned developments. Experience in several countries has 
ehown the utility of regular interagency consultation both on a general basis and in 
regard to particular projects, especially with respect to potential i~pacta on 
marine and coastal resources. These consultations could be made more effective by 
establishing a formal conflict resolution ~eohanism as well. 

Special planning mechanisna 

143. In addition to overall intersectaral co-ordination and physical planning, 
special otechanisms may be applied in particular cases to co-ordinate the actions of 
governmental bodies. Certain geographical areas could be delineated for special 
treatment or special co-ordination. 5inilarly, different areea could be classified 
into a system of protective restrictions ranging frao national parks to various 
qualified reserve statuses. 

Co-ordination with local government, the 
organizations 

mhed Bector, privets 

144. In addition to co-ordination at the national level, the ordeily conservation 
and develop~ent of coastal and marine reeources will require co-ordination betMeen 
national Governnents and local bodies in the coastal zone, State enterprises and 
similar organizations with interests in the development of marine and coaatal 
resources; and private entities ~ith holdings or interests in these resources. In 
those countries ~ith political etructures alongside the State adninistrative 
structure, there will also be problema in co-ordinating technical or administrative 
decisions with political processes. The special case of the nixed sector economic 
unit, with govern9ental auppoit and authority but with development functions 
rea~bling those of the traditional private investor, must also be considered 
especially carefully. 

PROOlEMS IN THE PLANNING AND ~NAGEMENT Of THE SMALL ISLAND ECOSYSTEMS 

145. The anall islands of the Western Indian Ocesn have limited 
which are subject to a much higher level of direct human 
continental-type ~oaetlinea. On such small islands nearly 
-- L • • • -

coastal resources 
utilization than the 
every otajor human 
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Geographic characterization of the small islands of the Western Indian Ocean 

146. All the smaller islands in the region share seoere constraints on land, 
eapeddly land suitable for agriculture and residential construction; other r.atunl 
resources; and water supplies. The terrestrial resource base ia essentially li~ited 
to its agricultural potential and forest prod~ta. Ther~ are no significant nineral 
deposita on any of the islands under consideration, e~cept for aggregates (send and 
gravel), and guano found in certain outlying areas subject to Mauritian or 
Seychellian jurisdiction. Their remote oceanic locations present severe 
transportation difficulties and limlt energy supplies. Yet the islands offer 
characteristic and pleasant lifestyles based on their abundant scenic ~aourcea. 
There are l.imited opportunities for the develop~ent of marine fisheries. And tourism 
offers potential revenues and other contributions to the national e~onomy, as well 
as a vehicle to increase international contacts. 

147 •. The Comoros have perhaps the most severe resource li~itations, especially in 
view of their enall size and relatively large population. These limitations are 
compounded by the scarcity of developable land due to the geology of the islands. 
The Comoros are volcanic islands of varying age that have formed as a result of the 
movement of a centre of volcanic activity through the northern Mozambique Channel. 
Their varied topography and aoil characteriatica reflect this formation. Grande 

·Comore is dominated by the volcanic shield of Mt. Karthale and ia characterized by 
rapidly rising volcanic elopes cut by stream-beds. Soil is shallow and water tends 
to run off quickly, limiting the water supply available for human usa. The coast is 
rough and largely forned of low cliffs of volcanic rock. Beaches hove historically 
been limited in extent. The shelf around the land mass drops off steeply on all 
sides to the sea. There is a narrow coa~tal strip in some areas which is 
occasionally satu~ated by surface run-off and in so~e spots suetaine a small growth 
of ma"grovea. 

148. The other islands of the Comoros are considerably more eroded end are 
generally characterized by steep mountain slopes and deep valleys. The coaetllnee 
contain flatter areas protected by fringing reefs, and the submarine shelf is 
broadar. Little sand e~iata on the shoreline at present. Soil is deeper on these 
islands, and because of the nature of the underlying rock la also ncre productive 
for agriculture. Water auppliee have hlatorlcally been more abundant due to rainfall 
being retained in vegetated uplands. The island cf Mayotte, still ad~inistered by 
France, is old enough to have developed on internal lagoon which produces the 
highest fish catches in the ialanda, and also provides o protected anchorage. 

149. A table presenting 
population, and population 
Sub~ville (lgJJ). 

basic infor~ation on 
density for the islands 

surface 
has been 

area, 
drawn 

rural land use, 
up by Latrille and 

150. Apart from subsistence agriculture and aone fishing, the Gcmoran economy, as 
already stated, has traditionally relied on the export of specialized agricultural 
crops historically a source of perfume essence called ileng-ilang, and 
increasingly on cloves. Vanilla and coconuts are also grown, as well as Bllall 
~aunts of coffee and aromatic plants. SUbsistence farning and other human 
activities put a considerable strain on the natural resources of the islands. The 
cultivation of rainfall rice, notably on steep mountain elopes, results in severs 
erosion of upland areas. Sand ia taken from beeches and coral fro~ nearshore areas 
for residential construction, depleting the beaches end coral reefs of their 
biological, aesthetic and protective values. The collection of wood for firewood 
and also to prepare coral for uHe as lime can lead to deforestation. These effects 
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a~pected to double before the end of the ~entury. In 1977, short-term population 
growth and eettle~ent difficulties acco~panied the repatriation of about lB,OOO 
Comorans fro~ Madagascar and the need to resettle about 500 femiliea due to an 
eruption of Mt. Karthala. 

151. Mauritius has a surface aree of 1,~65 km2, accounting for nearly all of tho 
national territorY of acme 2,040 km • The population is extremely l'rge for en 
islard of this size, some B%,471 in 1978, ,.aking fore deneity of 481/koo 

152. The topography of Mauritius is generally favourable for agriculture and about 
half the surface of the island is planted in sugar - some 67,400 ha. Highland 
plateaux unsuitable for sugar are now devoted to tea, and some higher interior 
sections contain large forest reserves which provide water catcllnent. 

153. Owing tu its good agricultural organization and the generally high level of 
education and econ~oic developoent, few of the population are engaged in full-time 
subsistence pursuits. (The economically active population in 1972 was estimated at 
223,227). The problema in Mauritius relate to the development of a viable economic 
base for its large population. Except for its agricultural potential, Mauritius is 
poor in natural resources. The single crop, sugar, accounts for three qua~tere of 
its foreign earnings and occupies 90 per cent of cultivable land. F.nergy resources 
have not been discovered, although the island's sugar industry is energy 
self-sufficient based on the burning of bagasse (sugar ~ane residues) and else sells 
electric power to the central grid. Nevertheless the lack of natural resources and 
shortage of energy have led to chronic balance of paymente problema resulting in 
external devaluation and internal inflation. The foreign exchange situation has 
been helped by the aggressive development of a tourist industry which is now the 
second greatest contributor to national revenues. 

154. Mau•itiua possesses extensive and fins coral sand beaches that ace protected 
by fringing reefS which surround nearly B0 per cent of the island's perimeter. 
Since historically the pattern of development in Mauritius has been dir~cted by 
agriculture, there has not yet been major re~idential development at the coast. ~ 
e result the coastal areas generally remain open as a scenic and recreational 
resource for residents and visitors. 

155. Mauritius' c~ercial centre is Port Louis, the island's only port. E~port 

processing zones for industry ~ere crested here in 1971 to facilitate eco~io 
diversification, bUt eur::h industdee are having ,; difficult time at present due to 
stagnant international trade conditions, competition and protectionia~ in the 
developed countries. At present, fully 44 per cent of the population live in the 
urban area which extends from Port Louis, through Plaines Wilhelna, to Curepipe in 
the centre of the island. 

156. In addition to the main island, Mauritius ad01inislers several dependencies, 
e.g. ~he island of ROdriguez (population of 27,642 in 1976), with an area of s~e 
1U4 km , surrounded by a coral reef on which fishing and agriculture ere conducted. 
The dependencies of Agalega and St. Brandon are two small islands associated with 
ccnnercial fishing operations. Mauritius alae has jurisdiction over the Chagos 
Archipelago in the Central Indian Ooean. 

157. Seychelles consists of s cluster of mainly granitic islands, the chief island 
being Ma~, end a large number (nearly one hundred) of outlying coralline islands. 
The total population is about 63,00U and of this fully 93 per cent live on Mah~ and 
its neighbourin~ islands of Praelin end La Oigue; 40 per cent of the total 
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158. The granitic character of the main islands presents special problems for urban 
and residentid development and for agriculture. There is an extrme linoitetion on 
potentially developable land, including lend for agriculture. On Mahe only about 
1,000 ha are cultivable and even here the soils are generally poor. Beyond this 
area steep rocky elopes naka residential construction difficult. The agricultural 
prospects are sooe~at better on the islands of Praslin and La Oigue. In addition, 
the GovernBent hopes to develop agricultural projects on the outer coralline 
islands. Export crops have traditionally included copra and cinammon but these have 
been declining in recent years; small crops of vanilla and tea are also groon. 

159. The problen of li~ited developable land haa constrained the 
of Victoria. Just prior to 1976, a major reclamation project was 
considerable area in tha centre! district and providing space for 
f~cilities including a aporta stadium. A new port was developed 
this project-

growth of the city 
completed adding 

a number of public 
in connection with 

160. There is a coastal atrip around parts of Hohe, including the area just 
south-east of Victoria. A certain amount of urban development is occurring in this 
area, including light industrial facilities, residential development, and public 
facilities. Other coastal areas have physical potential for residences or tourist 
facilities, especially South Mah~, but development ie restricted by the shortage of 
dependable water supplies on this port of the island. 

161. Since 1975 tourism has been the main component of the domestic economy. 
Tourist arrivals reached 78,852 in 1979, but declined to 71,762 in 1980, a 9 per 
cent decline primarily attributed to higher travel and destination costs and the 
general world econooic recession. Hotel beds in all categories of service numbered 
Z,7Z6 in 1980; one major hotel cooplex is currently being constructed on Mah~ but 
further privata investment in hotels on the island is being discouraged, apparently 
for environoental reasons, and investors are being directed to the neighbouring 
islands, especially Praslin. The Government itself hopes to develop tourist 
facilitias on some of the outer islands. 

162. The outer coralline islands of the Seychelles, which ere largely 
underdeveloped today, account for Fully one half of the surface area of the 
archipelago. They are flat and relatively fertile, producing one third of the 
Republic's copre crop. Governnent policy ie to develop the outer islande for 
agriculture and fisheries by resident aettlers1 the Islands DeveloPQent Company, a 
parastetal, was for~od in 1979 to this end, and infrastructure! impro.ements have 
been undertaken. &!stained development of these islands for agriculture could lead 
to conta9ination or breakdown of the underground Mater lens, and care must be taken 
to preserve the fragile natural systems of these islands. 

163. Although its land resources are very scarce, Seychelles has jurisdiction over 
an extensive ~arine area which ~ay provide the ba~is for an expanded fishing 
industry. The ~sin islands ere situated on a 27,000 kn continental shelf, the 
Banke Reefs, with a d~pth rarely exceeding 80 m. This area is pert of the country's 
nearly 1,000,000 km declared exclusive economic zane. In addition, there are 
Fishery resources in the shallow waters in the external and internal lagoons of the 
coralline islands. These resources are used by the local populations on some of 
these islands. In ather cases, euch ae Aldabra Island, located over 1,000 km away 
from the ~ain group at the entrance to the Moz~bique Channel, the development of 
resource-based activities may be ~urtailed by conservation considerations. Aldabra 
is the ho~e of s vast number (over 150,000) of land tortoises, and poseeaeee a fine 
internal lagoon and t~opical fauna and flora little affected by nan. 
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Conservation of natural resources 

Convsrsion of coastal natural areas 

164. Because of the small size of theea islands, their natural resources are 
particularly subject to lose 88 a reeult of human activities. 

165. The absolute limitation on land on the islands and their generally restrictive 
topography result. in natural areas being converted to agricultural or urban use, 
used for other purposes euch as industrial end tourist facilities, or removed fr011 
agriculture for a variety of other reasons, But natural areas, both along the coast 
and inland, provide a number of valuable attributes: wildlife habitat; aesthetic 
appeal; water catchment, flood prevention, and erosion control functions; and in 
certain cases a filter for wastes resulting from human activities. Mangrove areas 
are especially important in terms of these functions, eince they retain water and 
soil released during storms; afford u habitat for fish and crustaceans, as well as 
other wildlife; and ~rovide a stabilizing str~.~etura for unconsolidahd muddy 
sedimenls. 

166. Ver~ few mangrove areaa currently exist in Mauritius. There are however 
limited pockets of mangroves, especially in the east where they are sustained at the 
mouths of rivers which provide sediment inputs, especially during heavy rainfall 
periods, There appear to be few activitles threatening theoe areas at present, 
eince they are not currently subject to development. 

167. Qn MahO in tha Seychelles, on the other hand, e~taneive mangroves used to 
exist on the north-east coast of the island, from Anee Etoile to Pointe Cascade, 
Many of these areas have disappeared aa a result of s variety of adivities, 
Heclamation and urban conversion clained the mangroves in tho vicinity of Victoria, 
and continuous small-scale reclamation is proceeding, uncle~ permit, by sho~efront 

residential owners. 

l6B. 

""~ 
Another, larger, 
island at Port 

Marine Park. 

remaining concentration of mangroves occurs directly acroSB 
Launay peninsula, on the borders of the Port Launay National 

169. In the Comoros some nangrove areas exist en the different islands. On Grande 
Comore, mangroves occur in the occasionally aHturated coastal strips which 
accumulate rainwater end eedi~ent after stor~e. On the other ielanda, with their 
flatter tidal zones, mangroves can establish themselves at the shorefront. In 
certain areas, ~here sand has been renoved from beaches by human activity or ~here 

beaches do not exiat or are subject to rapid deposition of eediment from up!Hnd 
activities, man~rove pockets appear to be expanding. In the Comoros the mangroves do 
net currently apPear to be subject to a great amount of deliberate human 
distm•bance, 

170. Apart from mangroves, which tend to gro~ in transitional 20nes between river 
and surface run-off wate~ and the sea, othBI" vegetation at the shoreline can serve 
important functions, Vegetation on dunes or the foreshore can stabilize ocean sands 
end prevent erosion by wind or waves especially during storm periods. In the 
Comoros, there is considerable systematic collection of firewood on all the islands 
that would not appear to allow plentiful vegetation to grow even along the 
coastline. On HahO and the other main islands in the Seychelles, there has been a 
tendBncy tu cut vegetation between the coastal road and the sea~ The Government has 
acted to prevent clearing eeaward of the coastal hi<t>way end is l'tlao devl'tloping an 
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to he a re~ognition of the importance of vegetation in the coastal strip for 
preventing wind and wave erosion, as .ell as for limiting the penetration of fields 
adjacent to the see hy aalt spray. Tena~ious plants ere present on dry sand areas 
on the foreshore and considerable stands of casuarina have been planted close to the 
sea aa a windbreak. 

171. Apart from the 1mmediata coastline, 
other areas which should be protechd for 
such areas should also be regulated 
natuul values. 

Shoreline alteration 

coral reefs and salt marshes are among 
their natural values. Land uses adjoining 
to the extent necessary to preserve their 

172. The limited construction activity on the Comoros and the relatively 
high-energy conditione on the coastline in Mauritius have prevented alteration of 
the shoreline except in the im~diate vicinity of urban areas. In the Seychelles 
there ie e tendency to locate public infrastructure, such as roads, ond olao private 
residences, right at the edge of tha sea, because of land scarcity, the aesthetic 
appeal of shorefront residences and thoroughfares, and the low-energy cond1tiona at 
the coastline, This has resulted in considerable alteration of the shoreline 
including the construction of ~awall~ at the base of coastal roads, around public 
landfills, and adjacent to shorefront residences especially ~here there has been 
reclBIJiatio". Scouring of the beaches near the seawalls can be observed, indicating 
that theae alter~tiona ore causing SOllie erosion. 

Sand, gravel, and coral extractiotl 

173, The re010val of 
ccnatruction purposes, 
lead to chronic erosion 
effects of sand and the 

sand and gravel from beaches and nearshore areas for 
as Nell as the extraction of coral from coastal reefs, can 

of the coeatline ae a result of loss of the energy-diffusing 
shelter provided by reefs. 

174. These processes all appear to be well advanced in the Comoros. Cornorans 
follow the Arab style of stone housing, fashioning their permanent houses nut of 
concrete blo~ks, when these are available, or lava rocks cemented together with a 
~ortsr of limestone derived from coral. The ~igh deneity of population on the 
islands results in considerable strain on available sand and coral cesources. Few 
beaches renain on any of the islands, although there are reports that beeches 
existed so~e time ago. 

175. The method of 
Everywhere it is 
noMadaya by diving. 
l1meatone content. 
cases appears to be 

handling coral appears to vary somewhat between islands. 
collected from offshore sources, in in~reasingly deep areas, 

After collection it is burned to recovex ita 8/lorphoua 
The method of burning differs from place to place, but in all 

responsible for considerable utilization of wood. 

176. One can only speculate about the results of such systematic extraction of sand 
and coral. Same effects are already observable or inferable, however. Very few 
actual beaches exist on any of the islands, a~ noted. Former reef areas and 
nearshore lagoons have been transformed into mud flats, especially in Anjouan, This 
would appear to have resulted from the conbination of depletion of send, taking of 
coral heads, and the build-up of terrigenoua sediments wa.ahed down from the dopes 
aa e result of soil erosion. In other areas, erosion by the sea has begun to affe~t 
the coastal road such as the one west uf Muts~udu on Anjouan. This nay result from 
the loss of the ~rotective functions of fine-grained beach materials and the 
~-·--
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177. Giv~n the traditional method of construction in the Comoros and the acute 
shortage of building supplies and hard cUPrency with which to import prepared 
building materials, it is difficult to see how these strains on marine rasourcea can 
be allevlated. A denonstration project is being ~onducted on the use of puzzolane, 
or ground lava rocK, for an aggregat~; several trial houses will be constructed 
using this material. Another possibility is construction using clay bricks. Some 
clay ~eposite exist on the islands, especially on Moheli. 

l7B. Some taking of sand froo beeches has occurred lh the Seychelles but steps 
were, and are, being taken to prevent adverse effects. Sand was extracted from 
Grand Anse beoch for several years at a rate of about 35,000 t/y. There has 
reportedly been a partial loss of the beach es a result. There are several other 
sources of sand and gravel in the Seychelles c~rently being ~plaited, including 
both terrestrial and shallow water marine sources in the north-east. Existing 
legislation requires a permit for extraction of sand between the !ow and high tide 
lines; the Government plans to extend this landward to cover extraction from the 
coastal plain, where many excavated areas are observable. 

179. In the Seychelles, there is a programme to identify offshore sources of 
limestone. Little research has been done to date to find offshore sources of sand 
and gravel, although sandy areas have been discovered on the continental shelf in 
connection with f1shery survey work. No detailed acoustical surveys of potential 
submarine reserves of aggregates have yet been undertaken, nor has economic analysis 
of the possibility of relying on offshore sources. 

!BU. In Mauritius, terrestrial deposits of marine sediments are e~ploited by 
!icens~ea Ullder the supervision of the Planning DiVision. S~nd is systematically 
s~raped do.n to the ground water level and then the area is recovered and replanted. 
There is no recovery of sand deposits from the area between coastal roads and the 
sea, and areas are chosen so as te minimize the possibility of coastline 
destabilization or the resulting ultimate coastal erosion. A large quantity of 
aggregates - """"' 8DO,OOO tonnes of coral sand - are used per yaar for construction 
purposes in Mauritius. 

Agr1cultural and silvicultural practices on slopes 

lBl. Due to limited land and pre-aoption of certain potential agricultural lends, 
steeply eloping areas are used for agdculture. On sO/Ile islands. This practice can 
lead to acute and chronic soil erosion in upland areas, to landslides and other 
hazards including flooding of lo~er areas during heavy storms, and to siltation of 
reefs and nearshore areas. 

182. In the Seychelles, for example, numerous cute in the steep hillsides are 
observable on MahO and the other nain islands, resulting from agricultural and 
ailvicultural practices in these areas. Some higher hillsides are used for 
cinnaoon or tea cultivation, especially by lease from the Government, and these 
practices appear Fairly conservative of soil. In lower areas other agricultural 
activities have been tried, however, aometines leading to eeoere soil erosion. 
There ie a requirement of terracing of agriculture on areas with a slope exceeding 
25 per cent, but thia requirement seens too lenient to handle the problem 
completely. Dn Preelin and Curieuse there is evidence of bushfires even on higher 
slopes. The Government has been encouraging the growing of mahogany ee a 
replscenent tree in certain areeaj this species may provide better retentive 
quahties Lh!!n other tropical hardwoods, but its planting muat be preceded by 
dear-cutting. 
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183. ln Mauritius, ~ertain erosion problens have been experienced, but they are 
currently of o localized nature. So~e research heo been done into the oc~urrence of 
soil erosion, largely based on general agricultural suitability criteria and also 
field observations. In general, there wes significant soil erosion only whore the 
land was in mixed cropping, and little where sugar-cane, a soil-conservative crop, 
was grown. In addition, proper cultivation practices for cane, including contouring 
and use of cane trash to cover the soil during exposed periods, could almost 
entirely eliminate erosion associated with this crop. Generally, the erosion 
problem in Mauritius seems limited. 

184. ~isual inspection of the bea~hea, external lagoons and reefs reveals little 
terrigenous sedi~ent accumulation. It ia reported, however, that the effects of 
aroston are noticeable at the outlets of rivars, especially in the aftermath of 
storms ~hen re~ish sediment plumes are observed. The sources of these sediments 
are primarily upland agricultural areas and especially land on the sides of roads 
and in cleared and developed area•. 

185. Although the loBS of soil particles does not appear to be severe, tha Joss of 
soluble nutrients through surface run-off ~ay present a preble~ that cOUld affect 
the state of the external lagoons and reefs. There appears to be eone nutrification 
of lagoon and reef, indicated by the presence of holothuriens end algae sa well as 
sea-greases. It is not known whether this condition is natural or has appeared 
recently. The large-scale end continuous use of fertilizers on sugar fields could 
provide the source of nutrients received into the lagoons. Hbwever, there may be 
other causes of these phenomena, including dis~harge of household wastes or leachate 
from septic tanks by hotels and other developments on the coast. 

186. Soil erosion hss reached crisis dimensions in the Comoros, especially on 
Anjouan. The denudation of the soil on the upper mountain slopes has already l&d to 
locali2ed water shortages as streai!B hove beco11e intermitte11t, and is apparently 
threatening the viability of fringing coral reefs end creating 11ud flats in lagoon 
sreaa. Sut the moat severe loss is, of course, to the productive potential of the 
land itself. 

187. The worst proble~s on the islands are found on Anjouan and Moheli, as a result 
of historical fa~tore ~ch caused the pre-emption of the agricultural area of best 
potential for perennial crops grown for export. As a result of the pre-<nption and 
the absolute shortage of primary land, subsistence farning has been forced up the 
hillsides, wheJOe it is practiced on very steep elopes right If> to the tope of 
mountains. Although some terracing is present, slopes steeper then 3U degrees are 
cultivated without terraces. The primary crops grown in this way are bananas 
(23,UUU t, I965), cassava and other roots (2J,OUU t) end rain-fed rica (2,BOU t), as 
well as other vegetables end fruits. Paradoxically it ia precisely the export 
crops, which ore pri~rily perennial shrubs and trees, thet would be suitable for 
the marginal areas. Government intervention see~s to be called for eo thet the 
linited agricultural resources of the island are optimally used, in order to meet 
the goals of both e~port earninge and internal food sufficiency. Programmes are 
also required to improve cultivation tech1iques in all areas, including the export 
sector. Latrille and Subr~ville (1977) have drawn up useful tables showing the 
dimensions of the land utilization problems in the Comoros. 

Constr~ion and residential development on Slopes 

lBB. Residential end other 
~nn~h.,~Hnn nhooA_ rAn AL..., 

development on slopes, 
l ~A<1 t_n ~~ut.~ nr ~hronic 

especially 
run-off. soil 

during the 
erosion. and 
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of limited land avBilability for urban development, residential development is often 
allowed on hillsides. This technique c~n also help to preserve liMited agricultural 
lands from urban expanaion. But residential development on hill~ides can lead to 
continuing soil loss as well as severe erosion during the construction period when 
the ground ia exposed. Even when the actual building is supervised, the use of 
heavy equip.,nt to clear areae before construction often goes uncontrolled. This 
situation has prompted the Pl..--oning Division in Seychelles to draft a circular to 
the effect that the use of heavy equipment itself is a form of "development" subject 
Lu planning approval. 

lB9. Severe erosion can aleo be caused by the building of roads and other 
facilities. In Seychelles, construction of the new Cayol Ao~ess Road by the 
forestry department led to a complete waeh-out by rains, causing flooding in the 
coastal plain and considarable siltation. An interagency agreemoot has since been 
concluded through which the forestry department will consult with the Planning 
Division on such projects. 

Major reclamation projects 

190. In order to obtain adequate apace for urban, industrial, port and other 
reclamation projects are often carried out on islands, with major effects 
configuration of the existing shoreline and the natural characteristics of the 
in question. 

UBes, 
on the 

area 

191. No IMjor reclamation projects have taken place yet in the CDJiloxos, but the 
feasibility of expanding the port of Mutsamudu on AnUuuan is being considered. Thie 
project would result in a lengthened jetty, some dredging of a deep mooring, and 
possibly the fill!ny of er1 area at the shorefront for harbour spac~. 

192. In Mauritius an area near the harbour in Port Louie which had been reclaimed, 
in the 1950s for mosquito control, ie now project!>d aa an indrntrial mne. Parts of 
the port itself are also on reclaimed land, including a new bulk loading facility 
fat sugar. There are plans to recla;m a new area for harbour wea in Mer Rouga in 
th~ northern prJrt of the harbour. 

193. Tha largest reclamation on the islands of tha region to date is the exprJnsion 
of the urban area of Victoria and creation of a new port there. The feasibility of 
an additional major reclamation is being exa~ined, in order to provide expended 
road,..y, port, COIIVIBrcial, and fishing capacity. The project, by far the largest in 
the Seychelles to date, would involve creation of e causeway, or alternatively a 
fill, extending fron Victoria to the airport. The Government intends to oon.ieeion 
a full environmental assessment befa<e proceeding. 

Deforestation 

194. Forested areas are especially valuable to ameli islands since they prevent 
soil erosion and rapid nn-off and provide water oatchnent in upland alopee. In the 
Seychelles the taking of firewood for doneslio consumption does not appear to be 
putting undue strain on forested areas; most <lf the population uses alcollol stoves. 
Same loss of forest occurs as a result uf poor land use practices such as failure to 
provide terraces or water breaks in steep areas in connection with agriculture, 
construction or silviculture. 

195. In Mauritius the large population of the island utilizes considerable volumes 
of trees and shrubs for domBSti~ mJPnn""~- T~" R.--.-,.,~1 rnn~""'ntinn nf f.,~l .... noi ;~ 
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sell fuelwood, about five times as much fuelwood is taken illegally f~m forest 
reserves than is sold by the department. Large amounts of Firewood are also taken 
from private land. Although ~at of the population has kerosene or alcohol stoves, 
the use of firewood is reportedly growing ae e result of increased prices of these 
fuels. 

196. In the Co01oros, forest loea is reported to be in " "~isis" situation. 
Forested areas are experiencing a marked decline as a consequence of cutting for 
construction materials, industrial uee, and especially fuelwood which is mostly 
collected in the form of snall branches on the lower elopes of about 500-BOO m 
elevation on Ht. Karthala, in Grande Comore, and everywhere on the other islands. 
Conceaalons have even been granted for the cutting of the forest on Mt. Karthals. 
It is clear that the Coooros cannot continue to sustain such a high le~sl of forest 
loss for fuelwood and other consumption. 

Prevention of coastal hazards 

1~7. Cooatel hazards may be created ohen vulnerable human uses are allowed to o~Ur 
in dangerous areas or when hu~an activities cause changes in natural systems on the 
coast that create dangers to nan. 

Stormwater run-off 

198. Water running off from the interior of islands during storMs can create 
ha2ardoue conditione on the coastal strip or along watercourses. Where such 
problems are anticipated it may be advisable to limit the use of susceptible areas. 
For ex~plo, in the Seychelles, flooding of the coastal strip and slang river 
channels has occurred, somstines near hum~n settlem~ta and even schools end other 
pci>lic facilities. The location of these structures should bo re-examined or other 
protective actions taken, where neceaaary. Flooding from storm water eleo occurs in 
the Comoros, and can be expected to increase with the deforestation and erosion of 
inland araas. Recently a bridge by the coast over a atreem-bed south of Moroni on 
Grande Comore .as completely washed away by storm waters. In the future ouch 
facilities may have to be redesigned or preventive 01easures will hove to be taken 
upl~nd. Freshwater flooding of the ~oastal strip is also reported in Mauritius, 
especially during eyolones; doo to the limited utilization of this area, ho...,ver, 
severe damage does not usually occur. 

littoral erosion and sea-water inundation 

199. Residences or other structures on or near the shoreline csr, destabilize 
coastal dunes end lead to beach and dune erosion during storms. Simil~ly, surh 
structures may be susceptible to inl.fldation by sea-water during storm periods. SOllle 
littoral erosion and inundation are reported in Mauritius during cyclone periods. 
Erosion can be observed at the shorefront in certain areas, especially near 
structures on the coastline. 

Avoidance of user conflicts 

200. User conflicts orise, especially in physically constrained oircumetsnces, 
whenever particular hunan activities (usee) adversely affect others. Oertain uses 
should be carefully examined because they tend to degrade an entire range of values 
or opportunities provided by the coaatal and marine enviroment, and therefore 
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Agricultural land preservation 

201. Limited primary agricultural land on islands is often threatened ~ith 

conversion to other usee, especially residential develo~ent. In the Comoros, the 
agricultural land problem largely consists of the pre-enption of primary land 
suitable for diversified agriculture by export crops. On Mah~, Seychelles, the 
extremely limited primary agricultural areas are threatened by slow urban expansion 
end residential developmenl. A broad indication of rural end agricultural areas for 
the main islands .as provided in the Seychellea Structure Plan (1975) but this plan 
is only adYisory and is very general in nature. In early l9B2, in line with ths 
GOvernment's policy of achieving agricultural self-suFFiciency, an Agricultural Land 
Identification c ... mittee has been formed on an inter-ministarial basis and the year 
declared as the Year of Agriculture. The Conmittea is expected to identify prim&ry 
agricultural land end to strive to prevent its oonversion through residential or 
other development. Limitation of development in the coastal strip or other flat 
areas wHl tend, however, to fone it on to hillsides w11ere serious soil erosion 
problems ~ould result. 

202. In Mauritius, where three quarters of e•port earnings are derived from auger 
cultivation, the preservation of agricultural lands is one of the primary objectives 
of the ~ational Phyaical Development Plan. But a large percentage of the island's 
population lives in Port Louie and the town of Curepipe, and the area between, 
Plaines Wilhelma, hae been experiencing rapid urban growth. tn order to prevent 
continued rapid urban expansion in this agricultural area, planners will ettehpt to 
create development centres in other areas .nich are lese suitable for agriculture. 

~star-dependency 

20J. Especial!~ where favourable ahorefront sites are limited, general development 
along the coastline can crowd out water-dependent uses, effecting the maritime 
feeling of the coast and imposing additional costs on water-dependent activities and 
potentially the publin. In the Seychelles a number of facilities are being built or 
operated in the ~oeatal strip, primarily by para-statal organizations, that do not 
necessarily require a coastal or shorefront location. This situation eoen exists to 
a certain extent at the old port in Victoria. In Mauritius rost of the rural 
coastline is not yet developed. In Port Louis, at the harbour, an industrial zone 
has been created; oost of the industries included in this zone are not dependent on 
the harbour or on proximity to the water, except perhaps as a waste medium. SUch a 
pattern of utilization of the waterfront, especially in the harbour area, can result 
in a need for redevelopment or harbour expansion as other, water-dependent, uses 
ariee. The siting of facilities on the coast should therefore be aEseased very 
carefully in terffiB of their water-dependency. 

Shoreline access 

204. Shoreline access for the public, including recrestioneliete and fishermen, can 
be denied by coastal development. This doaa not appear to be a great problem in the 
region as yet, especially in Mauritius where a substantial fraction of the coastline 
is open and available for recreational use. In the Seychelles, continued shorefrnnt 
development could obstruct access in certain areas but the Government intends to 
preserve access directly and through the construction of related facilities, such as 
parking lots, where necessary. The problen of shoreline access can usually be 
handled throu~ the normal planning process, for example, by inserting conditions 
into permits for facilities or on subdivision appro~ala. 
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Aestheti~a and amenities 

205. Aesthetic intrusion and reduction in amenities duo to poor design, 
inappropriate constru~tion, or negligent waste management practic8S, can affect the 
enjo~ment of the coastal environment by residents and •isitore alike. As such, they 
can ultimately lead to economic losses due to their effect~ on tourism, as well as 
to uroqU£;nt1flable psychological and social effects. 1/aste disposal in the coastal 
area may alau become a health hazard. 

206. In the Comoros there is e considerable litter problem at the coastline caused 
by the tendency to use the shorefrunt; a" a disposal site. Conditions are •ieibly 
bad 1n this respect at coaatal settlements such as Moroni and Mutsa~udu. Small 
disposal grounds can be found along the sea-coast, even directly adja~ent to hotels. 
Thera is also a sanitation problem resulting From human wastes being discharged into 
pit latrines or even in the open, right near or jl.ISt ba~k from the sea. Children 
~an be observed playing in or near the see near all these areas. 

207. Jn Mauritius, the general level of ~leanliness is apparently 
solid wastes are concerned. There are reports, ho..ever, 
enviroMental and possibly sanitary conditions resulting from 
treatment of wastes by hotels. 

high as far as 
of unsatisfa~tory 

deficiencies in 

20B. In the Seychelles, there ia a general problem of •isual clutter end mixed use 
directly adjacent to major tourist ~entree. There ie also a tendency to dispose of 
solid wastes at inappropriate locations, especially along stream-beds. Some of the 
wastes wash into the nearshore waters during rainy periods. In ao~a areas houses 
are built quite dose to the sea and surfaoe run-off or soakawaye from their aoptic 
tanks could affect the ahore and nearshore waters. Outhouses directly over coastal 
WBtera call occasionally be observed, for example, on Praslin. Public education 
wculd seem to be an impoi:tant component in the elimination of the solid waste 
problem, although improved stand~rde for facilities end enfo~:cement of sanitary 
pradices may also be re"-'ired. 

209. The problem of visual clutter and mixed use near recreational and toUI:ist 
ereae may call for some form of zoning of these activities so that interference and 
potential hazard do not oc~ur. For example, at Beau Vallon Bay beach in the 
Seychelles, con~essionairee npar•h high-spe~d powerboat actlVltiea for 
water-ekiing, pa~:a-gliding, and the like in arooa also LJSed by swirrwners. The 
presence of vuious smell businesses, including snack bars and guest houses, tend tn 
dE>;~rade the perceived values of ""terfront recreation. 

Marine and coastal reaourcea development• fishories and tourism 

110. 
from 

The island states have opportunities to derive 
their marine and coastal reB<Jurces through 

tourism. 

fisheries de•elopment 

increased econonic benefits 
the development of fishing and 

211. fishery activities on the islands I:ange from artisanel efforts throuyh various 
ccmmerciel operahons. Since internal transportation would not appear to pose 
serious ~onetraints except on the Comoros, the distinction between artisanal end 
commer~ial Fisheries may be mode not so mu~h on the basis of ~arket diat~ibution but 
nn th~ n~t"r~ nl' thP PnlliNB~nt an<! rnom~r~1al nrnani?atinn invnlvBd. 
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Artis&nal fisheries 

212. In the Comoros coastal fishing is li01ited by the absence of submarine shelves. 
Smell shoals exist off Anjouan and Hoheli, but of the total 6,500 t/y catch fUlly 
},500 tonnes is taken in the lagoon of Mayotte. Aboul 3,500 fisher~en are thought 
to be involved, in about 140 villages. Equipment poses severe constraints, since 
moat fishermen use traditional dug-outs with outri~ere, without power. There is 
seasonal fluctuation because fisheuen are sometimes unwilling to go out durir~g 

monsoons. Given the equipment and general conditions, risks are high and income is 
lo~, providing few opportunities for the fishermen to bring in catches beyond their 
immediate needs. Even if there were a larger catch, it is probable th~t few people 
in the general population ~ould have the means to purchase it. 

213. In Mau~itius, tha artisans! fishery focueea on the lagoons and immediate 
offshore ..aters. About 2,000 persons are involved in fiehing and 500 of them are 
members of DO-operatives which have been formed by the Government to channel 
aseiatance efforts. The equipment used by the artisanal fishermen ie hodern if 
smell, and generally consists of small motorized launches. ~etches from the lagoons 
total about 2,000 t/y historically, but fell to 1,300 tonnee in 1980 probably as a 
result of cyclones. Official policy is to deareaae the level of fishing in the 
lagoon, as it is falt that stocks are aheady overeKploited. Some fish are cultured 
in enclosures or barachoia constr~ted in the lagoons which ere privately owned and 
mainhined. 

214. In the Seychelles, e variety of methods are used in nearshore waters, 
in~luding trapping, gill netting, and hendlining. Day ventures go out in Whaleboats 
(30-35' open boats) to more distant areas, handlining for semipelagi~ and d~ersal 
species. These trips are often organized through agreements ~hereby the individual 
fishemen, some or ell of whom fiotJ independetltly, agree to CMpenaate the vessel 
owner for transportation. Soma beach seining is dona, especially during mackerel 
runs. Sometimes the mackerel catch is unexpectedly la~ge and cannot be sold on the 
local market, especially if caught late in the day. fishing effort is often 
curtailed during the south-west monsoon, and local supplies become strHined. The 
total number of fishermen in the Seychelles is reported tn be about 1,500, but this 
includes fishermen working on commercial schooners as well as those using strictly 
artisanal ~ethoda. 

crrn..,rcial fishJng operetions (e>:cept large pelagica) 

215. There is currently no commercial fishing industry in the Comoros. Although 
the ~vernmont would like to establish a commercial venture, external financing has 
not yet been made available. In Mauritius th~ee local companies organize fishing 
e~peditions to outlying shoals, including the distant Chagos Archipelago. These 
operations ere directed at both demersal species end small pelagics. The annual 
catch is some 2,500-3,500 tonnes, valued at eppro~imately 17,000 Mauritian rupees 
($2,100) per tonne. 

216. In the Seychelles, with an e~tensive continental shelf surrounding the main 
islands and other shelves and ehoela as well, most of the commercial fishing is 
handlining done from small schooners. These boats stay out for as long as a week, 
and carry ice. Nevertheless they wcrk the [lanka Reef, or ehelf area 10-250 km from 
Hem!, almost exclushely. The catch frOIIl these operat1one has traditionally been 
sold on the local market, but slo,.ly a" export capacity has been developing, baaed 
on the eatabllahment of freezer facilities intended to store fish for local 
consum~tion durino monsoonal periods in Which fishino is curte~led. The oroceesino 
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tonnes, must be accliiiulahd before a foreign co.,.Bl'cial ve~eel can be diverted to 
pick up the product for export. lt ia thought that total catch, pri~rily of 
demersal but also including pelagio epecies, from the Eanks could reach some 15,000 
t/y. Total catch at present is probably acme 5,000 t/y. A major factor hindering 
infrastructure! planning is uncertainty over the extent of the tuna fishing 
potential. Pilot operations are now being conducted by foreign participants. 

217. In both Mauritius and the Seychelles, significant amounts of fish catches from 
the banks are unusable due to ciguatera poisoning. In Mauritius 10 per cent of this 
catch must be discarded for this reason. 

Aquaculture 

215. Aquaculture con be successful on islands, providing there ia good return on 
limited land and seabed use. Moat eucceea has probably been reali~ed with prawns 
and oyster grown for the luxury, especially tourist, market. Mau~itiua produced lB 
tonnes of prawns in 1980, but so far oyster ~ultivat1on has been unsuccessful. 
Activities in the Seychelles, including attempted oyster cultivation in a bay, have 
not succeeded to date. 

Development of tourism 

219. Tou~iam can provide an economic incentive to preserve characteristic natural 
features as well as other aspects of island life. Tourism also, however, has s 
rang& of other effects, such as secondary development in tourist areas, including 
commercial and residential facilities as well as other social effects. 

220. ln the Comoros, tourism ie limited by a nllllber of faders, including the lack 
of hotel rooms and other infrastructure, but also by the scarcity of natural 
circumstances favourable to mass tourism, such as sandy beeches. lt has been 
suggested that cautious development is warranted, baaed on "<P"ality" touriSIIl, i.e. 
personally arranged tours including visits to islands other than Grande Comore. 
Government capitsl investment was discouraqed it1 favour of Ultensified pr""'otional 
efforts, especially in view of the fact that the number of visitors is subject to 
wide fluctuations and hotel occupHncy has been running at only about 12 per cent. 

221. In Mauritius tourism is the second foreign exchange earner after sugar 
e~porte. The target for tourist growth has been set at 200,000 v1sitors by 19S5, 
but the industry is being re-evaluated as a result of scrutiny concerning its actual 
contribution to notional earnings after the coats of imports are subtra~ted. 

221. The coast of Mauritius is well suited to large-ecale tourism sin~e there ara 
extensive areas available for development and becauae Mauritius' social and econo~i~ 
organization is capable of generating well designed and efficient tourist services 
and facilities. Touriam is being used positively in physical planning in connection 
~ith the preservation of scenic coastal areaso Although there are 300 km of 
developable coastline, only so~e 55 km have fine beaches. The National Physical 
Plan therefore identifies certain ar""s sa having the best potential for tourism and 
also natural preservation. 

223. In Seychelles touriso reached a peak of over 70,000 arrivals in 1979 but has 
fallen since then owing to adverse world-wide economic conditions. Government 
policy originally favoured e target level of 150,000 visitors per year, but this 
level has now been revised downwards to 120,000. Furthermore, new private 
investment on Hah~ has been stopped and the Government is encouraqinq private 
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planning control, and a general permit has been iss~d for others (i~luding certain 
hans modifications and the construction of houses of less than 100 m coverage) in 
the statute. Moat other activities require the two permits above, For exempted 
activities, inspections are still performed, for safety and onvironmental reasons, 
by inspectors of the Division. Even if an activity is exempted or generally 
permitted, the Division asks for notification, which provides it with an opportunity 
to e.amine the project and consult ~ith the responsible party if necessary. A 
number of inspections are usually carried out during construction, at least four for 
a residence. An occupancy permit has to be obtained by a lsndowner prior to taking 
up residence 1n a new house. Subdivision is also ~ontrolled by the Planning 
Division. 

230. A number of permits fron other authorities are nece..,ary for residential 
development. Landooners drawing water from untreated water supplies or watercourses 
are required to obtain a per11it for abstraction from the Stream Beard, and 
homeowners proposing to use a treated water system are required to obtain a permit 
for connection from the Seychelles Water Authority, a para-statal organization 
recently formed to take over the functions of the old administrative ""ter board. 

231, A number of general policies govern the activities of the Planning Division in 
its appi'ovel processes, There is a Structure Plan for the main islands dating fro01 
1975, which contains broad zoning categories and large-ooale mapa. This document 
will be ...,dated to serve "" a ~omprehensilte plan. In addition, there io a meste~ 

plan for the town of Victoria. 

232. Although there appear to be adequate mechaniome in the land development 
control procedures both in Mauritius and Seychelles, tha documents at the 
comprehens1ve plan level appear to be somewhat abstract and difficult to apply, as 
well as divorced from the development approval procedures. Some Deena m1ght be 
conside~ed to formulate mora specific policies on development ~ith significant 
effects on natural resources, especially maTine-related resources, and to provide 
for their practical implementation. The currant absence of such an approach can 
also 01eke for s certain orbitrarineae in the administration of per11it epprov.Ua; in 
the absence of general policies end a procedure to resolve conflicts, 
reconoendationa could bend to be made by staff, and decisions by officials, on a 
case-by-case basis, Apart fr~ this, there would appear to be some continuing 
problema of co-ordination among governnent agencies in devising and implementing 
policy on the LJtilization of natural resources. 

High-level lend suitability claasificetion 

233. The 1111Hed land resources on the islands, and eepecially the danger of 
pre-Emption of primary agricultural laOO, sugyeal t;hat etrengt;hened procedures 
st>Juld be found to ensure that land is reserved for this and other suitable uses, 
Given the importance of the question of land suitability, it would appear that a 
high-level de~ision-noking body should be involved. furthermore, it must be 
renognized that land use controls cannot be effective in abstracto but must be 
coupled with sound development planning; this ~ill ensure that the ebsence of 
current economic possibilities does not lead to the conversion of important lands 
away fro01 the uses to which they are most suited. For exa~ple, the absence of 
adequate development support for diveraified agriculture should not be allowed to 
cause a development of primary agricultural aroes for urban or tourist use or 
production of export crops. The island States in this region should therefore 
consider the fornation of high-level land use oonbissions and an accompanying land 
"g~ ~]ogg;p;~oHnn n~nooo rho~ nn.,].l haln n~aee~ve ·h~h ene~ne ·e~•ee+.;o] 
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created to draft more detailed maps and guidelines. The commission is also 
e~powered to change classifications as the econamic situation changes, either during 
a regular review process OI' upon petHlun. 

Marine poliCY formulation 

234. In the islEl!ldS, despite their dose association with the sea, there are not 
always explicit policies on coastal Ellld marine development. Development policies 
tend to take traditional shapes and to be centred on general economic development 
and sor:ial aervlces, as well "" the aepnate traditional sectors. It may be 
advisable to formulate general policies on mgrine reso~ces, therefore, to ensure 
that the marina ~rspective is thoroughly integrated into development planning. 
~h general policies could be adopt~d in the usual ways as policy statements in the 
national development plan, as recamendations of special advisory bodies, or as 
executive directives. 

Marine policy co-ordination 

235. On islands, unco-ordinated actions b~ government agencies can have serious 
effects on coastal resources. Once ~arine resources policies are established, 
tnerefore, procedures shoLJld be found by which a goverronent body will have po..,ra lo 
imple~ent them snd ensure that thie perspective is adequately represented in 
multi-agency government decision making. A notable step in this regard is the 
expected formation of a general envii'onment commission out of the existing Parka and 
Conservancy Comnission in tne Seychelles. This legalization is expected to give the 
Commission broad yov~nmentel oversight and co-ordination responsibilities, and to 
greatly expand the role of the Commission from its previous concentration on parks 
a<illinistrstion. 

M~rine resources evaluation 

2J6. In view of the limited irlfDI"mation current.ly available about the state of 
marine resources, including coastal reao~ces, studies should be performed to 
determine the condition end functions of oaricus marine and coastal eystems. The 
infomation derived from this exerdse could be utilized effectively in formulating 
and impl,..enting marine policy, as well as in asBBseing the effects of proposed 
projects. 

Coastal i01pact ..,easement 

137. Projects should be aaseaeed for their effects on coastal resourc.,., including 
s~ce utilization near the coastline. The question of water-dependency should be 
examined, so that scarce coastal areas are not utilized inappropriately. Procedures 
should be fornd to injel>t the assessment of effects on marine I'esources and 
ectivitiee into existing planning and approval processes. 

SPECIAL PLANNING PROBLH!S RELATED TO OISTI\1/CTIV£ OCEA!I.OGRAI'HIC CctiDITIONS 

23B. Regardless of the characteristics of the coastline, whether it be continental 
or insular, special oceanographic conditions sometimes pose distinctive problems for 
economic developnent and physlcol planning. 
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Upwelling 401\CSI The north-east Somali ~oast 

2}9. As mentioned previously, the north-east Somali coast is characterized by an 
upWElling too.arda the end uf the south-west monsooll aruund !k:tober. This up~elling 
is responsible for very high primary productivity since it brings up nutrient-rich 
waters fro01 the deep ocean. The upwelling rooultll in great productivity of small 
pelagic epeciee, mostly eerdinelles. 

240. In order to exploit these conditions, major inveetments have been made to 
increase fishing activity along this coast. A semi-industrial fishery was created 
baaed on small motorized boats operated by fishing co-operatives. There was a major 
effort to train the population for fishing, induding several thousand refugees from 
the interior wno were brought to the erea to support themselves in this and other 
""Y"· Apparently the results have not been good, priPIIElrily because of lack of 
training, opere perts for the boats, and infrastruetuu. 

241. One characteristic that makes this situotion especially difficult to plan is 
the Ql'Cet variability of this twe of fishery, basad on saaaonal upwellings. In 
certain years, due to winds and current regimes, upwellings fail to materialize or 
are weakened. Extensive fiehing effort during such periods can cause a fisheries 
collaps& similar to that associated with the El Ni~o phenomenon off Peru in the 
early 1970... The development of this fishery will therefore have to be particularly 
responsive to the need to retain flexibility ao that, even if the overall harvesting 
strategy is successful, catches con be effectively limited odthout undue sucial 
costa \ohen necessary to maintain the atuckB until mo!'e favourable conditions are 
re-eatablisiled. 

Highly migratory species 

242. The presence of highly migratory fish species such as tuna also poses special 
probl.,.s for national resource plaming. ~hila the pcl:entiel for expansion of this 
f1shory in tho Western Indian Ooaan is apparently great, there are difficulties in 
devising an appropriate fishing strategy and astablishing a sustainable catch. 
Furthermore, activities in ather countries in the region could affect the stack so 
that separate national planning efforts nay need bo be co-ordinated. Esti~tes of 
total potential catch of tuna in the Western Indian Deasn range from 200-500,000 
tonnee. At present little is taken by the States of the region, although several 
Governments have indicated that they believe foreign fleets are active, including 
within 200 n.mi. off share. 

243. The development of this fishery poses special problems for national planners. 
Rapid dcveloplllCnt of the fishery could outstrip national infrastructure, e.g., fer 
free>ing, cold storage, and port space. DO the other hand its failure to grow 
rapidly could penalize premature capital investment. The uncertainties will be 
compounded by the effects of the fishery on regional stocks, due to the highly 
migratory nature of the species, In addition, interested foreign entrants ~ay tend 
to "shop aromd" for the most favourable conditions in l'<hich to locate their 
operations, Thus there may be difficulties in arranging joint venture o~ licensing 
arrangements, and regional exchange of infor111ation, and po""ibly policy 
co-ordination on this issue could also be helpful, 

Ocean ener~y potentials 
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exploit ocean energy potentials may soon de~elcp to an operational level, including 
tide and wave power. Ocean thermal energy conve<sicn (OTEC), the derivation of 
energy through e~ploitation of the differential in temperature between surface and 
deep waters, is howe~e:r closest to operationalizatian. Snell OTEC plants have been 
operated and there are prospects for commercial development, especially of small 
plants located on the edge of the continental shelf not far from the shore. 

245. T~o proyt"Himlea for the development of ocean energy in the re{lion may be 
mentiuned. Mauritius ia reportedly experimenting with wave energy generators. 
Seychelles is investigating OTEC development using a email plant located at the edge 
of the continental shelf about 60 km south-west of Mah~. This plant ~ould supply 
some ZO MW, about the total consumption of Mahe at present. 

ClU£LUSION5 AND REC!J.tHENDATIONS 

246. Land use p~oblems are first and foremast national in character. Indeed, land 
use issues have been basic issues in national development throughout the region and 
in all probability they will continue to be impo~tant national issues. Only rarely 
will land use practices in one country affect another through direct environmental 
effects transmitted by the ocean. The major contributor in this regard would be the 
transport of sediments from rivare, but thie problem will by and large be confined 
to border areaa. other aspects of land uae, such aa the pattern of 
industrialization, including the siting of major facilities, could also Mve 
environmental effects that could be transmitted across national frontiers. To date 
ho,.,ver, few exa11plea of such transnational marir>e pollution exist in the region. 
Furthermor•, the region is extre~ely large and contains no enclosed or semi-enclosed 
marine waters. 

247. Land uee planning problema, including Upland land use practices and tha 
management of resources in the coastal zone, nevertheless have a regional character 
resulting from certain similar organizational and physical problems. Within the two 
subregions considered - oonsisting of the continental-type coaetlinea of Kenya, 
Madagascar, Mo~ambique, Somalia and Tanzania, and the island e~oS¥atems of the 
Comoros, Mauritius and the Seychelles there are many common environmental 
problems. There are al!Ol general organi~ational pl'obleroe that have aome co...,.., 
features th,-oughout the region. Finally there are limited classes of marina 
resources, such as the highly migratory fishery spscise, that are shared by all the 
States. 

248. In addition to the various racommondetiona contained in 
report, the following general suggestions rney be made fer action 
regional level on coastal and marine development: 

the body of this 
on the national and 

A. Besic and baseline stUdy and environmental monitoring capability 

249. Throughout the region there are deficiencies in basic scientific and technics! 
ebudy capabilities end the ability both to carry out studies of baseline 
environmental conditions and to monitor the effects of human activities on the 
coastal and marine environm"'t. Improved facilities, trHining, and other support 
progr~mes would appear to be needed to make good these deficiencies. 

B. Envllonmental asaesament orooraflllles 



C. Training end assistan~e 

251. Additional personnel Bhould be trained and programmes crested to support 
greater understanding of the marine and coastal environment and sound principles for 
ita ~onaervation and development. 

D. Institutional changes 

252. Various institutional measures should be considered in order better to 
formulate and implement policy on ~Brine and coastal resources. Additional efforGa 
should be made to co-ordinate the actions of government agencies around this focus. 

E. specific programmes 

253. Various apeciflc prograornes should be undertaken in order to provide for 
conservation and development of marine-related resour~es. Two possible areas of 
interest would be• 

(i) Improved utilization of fuehood !!fld development of alternative domestic 
energy aOlii"COB 

254. Deforestation is proceeding over ~uch of the region as a result of fuelwood 
consumption. In other pleoea fuel wood has become scarce and alternative sources of 
energy for household purposes have not been deoelopE>d. The fUelwood cycle should ba 
rationali2ed to the extent possible by improving the efficiency of existing stoves 
and facilities for the production of charcoal. Government-administered fuclwood 
programmes should be undertaken, including supervision of cutting of fuelwood in 
existing reserves and eatabliahment of fuelwood plantations where necessary. Other 
biomaaa eneryy sources such as biogas production should also be investigated. 

(ii) Regional co-operation on bouciem 

255. The States bordering the Western Indian Ocean do not for~ an integrated region 
in terms of racial, linguistic, cultural, or even shared environmental factors. Yet 
a~ a result of their geographical situation they share certain problems. These 
include issues of a goopnlitical nature I the environmental effects of oil tanker 
traffic; end the financing of national development through enhanced foreign 
earnings. Greater regional co-operation in tourism could result in more foreign 
earnings by increasing the flow of visitors and encouraging quality tourism with 
maximum earnings potential. Tours could be arranged including visits to sev~ral 

places in the region, ~hich ~ould capitalize on the very disparateness of the 
region. For example, tours could be designed >nich toke advantage of some of the 
~oostal or island locations and et the some time the game parke of East Africa. 
Such regional tours could alec include cultural and scenic etope in Madagascar. 
Such a package ~ould attract visitors from more remote parte of the world and tap 
new vieitor markets. 

256. Some regional co-operation hsa been attempted in tourism. The islands, 
including Reunion, Nere formerly members of a tour organization. Discussions have 
been held on the formation of a new regional tourism association. The Seychelles 
bave supported such an approach for several years. Perhaps regional co-operation in 
tourism development could help to develop this coastal activity, providing increased 
economic returns end additional justification for careful managenent of the coastal 
zones of the States in the region. 



A~EX 

General profile of countries '" the East African Region 

CoLJntriee Lan~ area Estimated shelf Length of 
(km )(1) area - dep~h range ~oaatline 

0-200 (km )(2) (~) 

Comoros 2, 236 '"" '~ 

Kenya 582,650 6,500 '"" 
Madagascar 595,790 135,000 4,000 

Maudtius 1,865 1,600 '"" 
Mozambique na,mo 120,000 2,500 

sey~hellea '" 4a,ooo ,00 

Somalia 637,657 32,500 3,000 

Tanzania 939,703 30,000 000 

(1) ANON, 19Bl 
(2) fAD, fishery Country Profiles and FAD/lOP, 1979 
(3) fAll, 19Bl 
(4) FAD, ICS printouta fiah. Dept. unpubl. 
(5) Note that freshwater fish aupply e~ceeds marine catch 

Estimated population Marine f 
1980 (million)(3) landings 

(1, 000 motric 

0.33 '·" 
15,40 '·' 

8.74 12.0 

0.99 '·' 
10.47 JI. 7 

0.06 '·" 
'·" 11.0 

17.00 49,2 

(6) Note that per capita fish consumption ia subject to great variation due to comparatively an 
and yearly variability 1n total supply (consumption by touriats is not separately accounted 
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